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491 people have recommended Craig
"Craig always know what we should do next. He is our futurist in residence I don't know how he does it but
he is always 3 years ahead. We don't make any major decisions on direction without first consulting with
Craig. You should do the same. Every leader needs a futurist in residence. If your lucky it will be Craig."

—Matt Church, Creator, Thought Leaders, worked directly with Craig at Thought Leaders

"Craig came in to deliver a section of the Million Dollar Expert plus program about the where technology was
heading, and the technology platforms he recommended for running a Thought Leaders Practice. In short, he
blew us all away. Craig spoke for 50 minutes as part of a two day workshop, which people had paid $3300.
After Craig left, I asked the participants who felt they had got their money's worth for the whole workshop
just from Craig's contribution, and the result was unanimous. Every single person in the room put their hand
up ... everyone in the workshop felt that they had got more than $3300 worth of value from listening to Craig
for 50 minutes. If you are holding an event where technology and the future are critical components to what
you are trying to achieve, do whatever you need to do to get Craig along."

— Peter Cook, Mentor, Thought Leaders, worked directly with Craig at Thought Leaders Global

"Craig has helped me enormously to build and grow my business. His advice is always practical, relevant and
up to date. He is always punctual which I greatly appreciate and encourages me at all times. I have been to
Craig's Futurist events and loved his knowledge of technology; I have added in a many of his
recommendations to my business, all with great time saving success."

— Sarah Donges, was Craig's client

"Craig's depth and variety of subject matter expertise truly define him as a polymath...a true genius. Unlike
many other incredibly smart people, Craig possesses patience, humility and understanding, so the
combination of incredible foresight with human skills make him an absolute joy to be associated with."

—Darren Hill, Behavioural Scientist, Pragmatic Thinking, worked directly with Craig at Thought Leaders
Global

"Craig has an amazing talent which I must say I have never seen anywhere else. He has an uncanny ability to
blend the strengths of you and your business with incredible foresight about the future, where the
opportunities are for you and how you can best capitalize on them. That is unique. I am privileged to know
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and have Craig as a mentor and can't sing his praises enough."

—Nigel Collin, Director, Nigel Collin Creative, worked directly with Craig at Thought Leaders

"Craig is an awesome TL mentor. As an attendee at his monthly mentoring sessions I continue to be blown
away by the range and depth of his ability to link with the group, expand our thinking and energize us into
action. He is absolutely exceptional! Thanks Craig"

—Rohan Squirchuk, was Craig's client

"When you mix Craig’s knowledge, insight and intellect you end up with an incredible recipe for knowing
how to leverage technology and strategy for financial success in your business. He is an invaluable asset to
our business, and what’s even more impressive is that he does this with sincerity, integrity and humility."

—Christian Nor-Arevian, was Craig's client

"Craig is the go-to guy for understanding how to best position yourself and your business for future success.
He know about things that blow your mind. If you want to be at the forefront of your field, you need to talk to
Craig!"

—Vanessa Hall, was Craig's client

"In his conference presentation, Craig brought the future to life and he provided realistic ways of taking the
leap of being an industry innovator and driving efficiencies that will keep us ahead of the past. Thank you
Craig."

—Grant Levitas, Financial Advisor - Representative, Principal Edge Financial Services, was a consultant
or contractor to Craig at Thought Leaders Global

"Craig is a very interesting, and inspiring speaker. I really enjoyed his presentation."

— James Scurr, was Craig's client

"Craig was an outstanding and inspiring presenter. His expertise is vast and I am of no doubt that he can be of
significant benefit to people from almost any industry."

—Richard Field, was Craig's client

"Craig presents with great enthusiasm and passion for his area of expertise. He shares knowledge, facts,
insights and predictions that are highly relevant for anyone in business. Thank you Craig for expanding my
horizon, challenging my thinking and providing me with great inspiration to improve my business."

—Gitte Backhausen, was Craig's client

"Craig delivered a thought provoking presentation about the way in which the next generation will approach
the employment market, and articulated the skills and values that our children will require to build successful
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careers. Thank you for a thoroughly engaging and entertaining presentation."

—Andrew Blitz, was Craig's client

"I've had Craig speak at two international conferences. One for business owners and the other for doctors. On
both occasions Craig delivered a closing address that was thoroughly enjoyed by the audience and got them
thinking beyond the next day in their businesses. Highly recommended."

— Paul Elmslie, was Craig's client

"I have being recommending speakers to clients for almost 15 years. Craig has been one speaker who
continues to stand out from the pack. Not only because he is a thought leader in his area of future thinking but
also because he is dedicated to working with the client to ensure he creates a tailored keynote that hits the
mark! He is easy to work with and his content is always incredibly well received. I would have no hesitation
in recommend Craig for your next conference."

—Carson White, was Craig's client

"Craig is obviously dedicated to helping people achieve their goals. He is a great presenter and clear
communicator. During the mentoring session I attended with him, he made a point of trying to give each of us
at least one thing that we could walk away with that would make a difference in how we go about our daily
business."

—Dawn Pugh, was Craig's client

"I recently attended the EduTech conference where Craig was both a Keynote Speaker and Facilitator for a
Masterclass. Craig's Keynote presentation was truly inspiring. With a focus on technology, innovation and it's
application to education and learning, his session really opened my mind to the possibilities of the future. He
was such an engaging presenter with really thought provoking concepts. My mind was reeling every night
after the conference! The inspiration, enthusiasm and excitement continued with his Masterclass. This session
took a highly practical approach where we had the opportunity to create our own e-publication, video/movie
and ibook, in order to consolidate our learnings from the conference. Craig was a fantastic facilitator -
opening my eyes to new ways for using technology to enhance learning. I would thoroughly recommend
Craig!"

—Elizabeth Davies, was Craig's client

"Craig delighted our audiences with deep insights into the next wave of technology trends and specifically
made these trends relevant for the implications on our business and our customers."

—Anne Bennett, was Craig's client

"I have witnessed a brilliant future trends presentation by Craig at a IICA conference and I recently attended
one of his excellent mentoring sessions. He has a breadth of knowledge and willingness to engage that is
exemplary; we discussed a number of great ideas even before the session started. He was well prepared with
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answers to previous questions sent through by participants and understood the background of his attendees. I
can recommend him to any business with a forward looking approach and a desire to get ahead of the curve."

— Frank Schrever, was Craig's client

"Craig and his Future Trends Group are wonderful to have on your side. Craig and the team have provided
valuable and extremely useful business information to my team and I. Our creative arts and entertainment
services business was already very solid in the online arena, but Craig helped us get to the next level, where
we are now almost ready to creative another business. If you are looking for both practical and outside the
box ideas to help grow your enterprise, Craig is your man. We look forward to growing our business with
more excellent consultation from Future Trends Group for many years to come. Highly recommended."

—Eva Rinaldi, was Craig's client

"I was fortunate enough to attend a PwC Master of Business breakfast function in March this year where
Craig was the keynote speaker. Craig spoke on understanding the unique challenges and opportunities
businesses face in regards to innovation. Craig also worked through the five steps he follows to establish an
innovation system in organisations: permission, time, space, education and process. His information and
presentation style was both outstanding and engaging. It is easy to recommend Craig simply because he
excels at what he does."

— Schadd Montgomery, was Craig's client

"detailed knowledge on Linkedin functions"

—Gloria Tan, was Craig's client

"Craig's knowledge and advice are invaluable to any business attempting to navigate the mire of modern IT
technologies"

—Niels Troost, was Craig's client

"I had a chance to attend Craig's keynote presentation, as part of the Spatial@gov conference in Canberra
(20-24 Nov. 2012). His talk was quite interesting and inspiring. I enjoyed his presentation and surely
recommend him as great speaker and motivating futurist."

— Payam Ghadirian, Senior GIS Analyst, Department of Planning and Community Development,
Victoria, was with another company when working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig Rispin walks his talk as a futurist. Most of what he does for himself, in his own life, is ahead of the
curve and out of the limited box of tools and resources most of us tolerate out of passivity. Craig has
somehow managed to stay like a sponge for all things new, different and zany, but effective and efficient as
well. This child-like quality is commendable in a world where so many choose to settle for so little. Craig
sucks it all up, digests it and then offers to explain to the rest of more pedestrian folk. and of course gets paid
his dues for doing so. I highly recommend Craig if you want to stop what you're doing now and start doing
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something better."

—Christopher Whitelaw, was Craig's client

"Craig was a fantastic keynote speaker at the REIQ IQ conference, very entertaining and makes you think
about the direction of your business and the future of doing business. He makes you laugh and the stats he
uses amaze you. I would highly recommend Craig to speak at your event and he will not let you down."

—Chris Pullen, was Craig's client

"I recently attended a conference held by the Victoria Small Business Festival where Craig presented. I found
the content of his presentation very informed and as a presenter he entertained and engaged the audience."

—Nikki Lee, was Craig's client

"I saw Craig present at the Victorian Small Business Festival in August 2012 and found his presentation on
digital and mobile marketing thoroughly engaging and interesting. He's an excellent public speaker and had
the audience hanging onto his every word from the start."

—Rebecca Coomes, Head of Brand & Communications, EPICURE, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig has a brilliant understanding of how to present the opportunities the future holds. He does this in a fun
an engaging manner whilst keeping the content simple and actionable for any business. If you get the chance
to attend any of his talks take it."

—William Siebler, Seo Melbourne, Seo Melbourne, was with another company when working with Craig at
The Future Trends Group

"Craig is a passionate and enthusiastic presenter. He has a deep knowledge in his areas of expertise and
passes this on in a simple and easy to understand manner."

—Darren Scotti, Partner, Synchra Group Pty Ltd, was with another company when working with Craig at
The Future Trends Group

"I was fortunate enough to attend a business breakfast recently, the main topic and agenda being Technology
Trends and Smart Ideas. I say fortunate because Craig Rispin was a keynote speaker. Having a wealth of
knowledge is one thing, being able to deliver that experience clearly concisely and with passion is what
makes you listen with intent. Craig Rispin delivers all this with enthusiasm and character. This makes a
business recommendation for Craig very easy."

— Shayne Crawford, Business Development, Bean Seen Global, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig was asked to present to the NPA Global Networking Meeting in Melbourne, Australia in May 2012.
Craig was the highlight of our conference. I still hear NPA recruitment firm owners quoting and using Craig's
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logic and thinking to prepare for the future. Craig was an unexpected burst of energy during a highly
energized conference. Craig is engaging, entertaining, insightful and memorable. I just was going through my
notes from his presentation...2 months ago... and some of Craig's comments about website suggestions, tips
on favorite smart phone apps, and other insights have already become a part of my everyday work and
personal life."

—Dave Nerz, CPC, was Craig's client

"The last time I saw Craig present was 5 years ago at the ALPMA conference in Sydney, and I thought he
was confident, accomplished and cheeky back then. This time at the MTANZ conference in Auckland. He's
still cheeky, but even more accomplished and confident. Why not? Apart from his insightful analysis of
people, tech, and business trends, he talks sense and offers simple options to consider in a complicated
world."

—Glenn Anderson, Business Development Manager, Bizcaps Software, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"I saw Craig's presentation at an NPA Worldwide Conference & he scared me! The rapid pace of change &
where things are taking us should make us all sit up & take notice. Craig is an expert in these matters & has a
way of filtering all of this information down into bite sized chunks that apply differently to all of us. It was
the most memorable presentation of the conference. Added to that, Craig's job title of Futurist is just about the
coolest one going around!"

—Gary Banks, was Craig's client

"Having first heard Craig speak 5 years ago, and again in the past year, I can say first hand that his talks are
always impressive and entertaining. When listening to his first talk I was amazed at the different ways he
viewed the business world and where it would be going in the not too distant future. Whilst I found it all
rather interesting, it was still one of those moments of "time will tell" ... Well, let me tell you what time
proved - that Craig Rispins views were all correct! If you are looking for an informative and entertaining
speaker all in one, Craig will be the ideal guy!"

—Daniel Davis, was Craig's client

"When I first saw Craig Rispin on the agenda for the recent NPA conference I didn’t think much of it. I had
seen Craig some years earlier. I was sure he would provide value to the others, but what more could I learn
from Craig. Well, I was certainly wrong about that.! Not only did he have a range of new startling
information (about what we should all be doing) but he demonstrated he maintains his relevance to the issues
our industry is facing. In fact I am going to make Craig’s ability to illuminate trends part of my weekly
routine. This will assist my foresight for business planning and also the insight we provide to clients on a
daily weekly basis. Thank you Craig."

— Ian Hamilton, was Craig's client
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"Craig spoke recently at a conference that I was attending, and I was asked to introduce him as the Keynote
speaker. In my introduction I alluded to my lack of clarity in looking for trends, and Craig offered great
insight in the topics that he touched on. I am a somewhat jaded attendee, but thought Craig was superb, and
I'd make time to hear him speak anytime. I'm even going to read his book, which, for me, is unheard of. I
don't usually find the presentations as compelling as his turned out to be, and I'd like to learn more."

— Jo Clegg, Managing Director, OutSource People, was with another company when working with Craig at
The Future Trends Group

"Innovate or die....critical but simple message for all business owners in today's ever-changing world. One of
the many insights gained from Craig at his speech at NPA conference in Melbourne. Thanks Craig, a very
powerful and thought provoking presentation. Fred Molloy Konnecting - Australian Skilled Migration &
Recruitment"

— Fred Molloy, Managing Director, Konnecting, was with another company when working with Craig at
The Future Trends Group

"Craig presented at a recent NPA conference and was excellent. Craig is realistic about his predictions and in
touch with real life business and the economy."

—Ben Wilson, Managing Director, WPM Consulting Pty Ltd, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Wow! Craig is like a surgeon who carefully opens up your mind, inserts a stick of dynamite, lights the fuse
and just before your head explodes, he extinguishes it."

— PETER PYCHTIN, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin does what thought leaders should do .. made me think. He really has the insight into the future
and challenged me to get on board, it's not slowing down! Great session. thanks Craig!"

—Mark Bloodworth, Director, Lifeblood Performance, was with another company when working with
Craig at The Future Trends Group

"I had the pleasure of attending Craig’s keynote speech at the N.P.A. conference in Melbourne in May 2012.
The content of the information was powerful and the presentation of the information was refreshing. If you
want to open your mind as to what might and probably will occur in the future, and what focuses you should
have to ensure the success of your business, then I strongly urge you to attend one of Craig’s presentations.
Time will tell, but quite possibly the most important and influential presentation I have attended…ever!"

— Stephen Moir, Owner-Member, NPA, The Worldwide Recruiting Network, was with another company
when working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig's presentation was very engaging, informative and most of all interesting. It shows the future is a very
important part of every organisation and individual."
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—Rick Maré, CEO and Managing Director, JXT Consulting, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"I met Craig when he spoke at the Auckland NSA in 2011. I was so impressed I joined a small group for a
business coaching session the next morning before he left our shores. I was amazed by his creative thinking
and ability to get to the core inside a few moments discussion. His ideas on futurism are both business and
thought process changing. I have lent his book to several people setting up new businesses. I believe we all
need a "dose of Craig" in our business lives to keep them healthy. Thank you Jill Wilkinson"

— Jill Wilkinson, was Craig's client

"I have experienced Craig's expertise first hand through the Future Trend conference. I found him motivating,
informative and knowledgable as a public speaker and expert on future trends and innovation. I would not
hesitate to recommend Craig's services."

—Garth Byrne, was Craig's client

"Craig in my experience is unique. He has an ability to explain technology and trends, but as importantly how
one can implement them. He has a very board scope of tech knowledge and can articulate this skillfully and
with often amusing anecdotes. Even when there is existing familiarly with a particular technology Craig can
leverage this knowledge by integrating it with other systems. I love learning and Craig's sessions are not only
informative and engaging but fun. Very impressive Mark Ryan"

—Mark Ryan, was Craig's client

"Martin College Darlinghurst Sydney - Business Management Students today received a boast to their careers
in having the opportunity to listen and be motivated to understand "Futurism". Guest speaker Craig Rispin
provide a fascinating talk creating much discussion and debate on how to understand and work with
projecting the future, the changes that will happen and how to deal with this in our lives. Thank you Craig for
being my invited guest - and sharing your wealth of knowledge with us all. For anyone, if you don't consult
with a futurist - now is the time!"

—Walter Frankel, Trainer & Assessor, Martin College / Study Group, was a consultant or contractor to
Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig is the guy to go to if you want to learn whats coming in the future especially around the internet and
how to use it to advantage and greater productivity. His presentations are always interesting and creative. He
really knows his stuff, tailors it to his audience and delivers it well. Use him Doug Callander"

—Doug Callander, was Craig's client

"Craig is one of the most engaging people I have ever heard speak. He has the ability to engage you & draw
you into a conversation & make you feel like you are the only person in the room he is talking to. Craig’s
knowledge is immense but he coaches you through the most advanced technology with ease, no matter what
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your skill set. He talks with you, not at you & I can't to be part of his next appearance."

—Karen Alston, Business Development Manager, DOCOMO interTouch, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig spoke at our Fit For The Future conference in Auckland in November 2011. His keynote presentation
was fantastic and perfectly pitched to the audience. As a speaker Craig is engaging, interesting and shares the
most amazing information in a very interactive way. It's no wonder he's won so many awards for his
speaking. I'd have no hesitation in recommending or engaging him again. Thanks Craig."

— Simon Harvey, was Craig's client

"I recently attended an EO Summit seminar at which Craig was a guest speaker. I've seen the term 'futurist'
used before but Craig is someone who really does expand your thinking about where we and today's
technology is heading. I was captivated by the examples because Craig sets the scene of what the technology
could do and creates the environment for you think how it could be applied. No wrong answers, it's all
opportunity."

—Anthony Kinder, was Craig's client

"Craig is an engaging speaker who can adapt his skills and materials to suit and motivate any audience.
Always a pleasure to attend any of his sessions."

—Russell Boon, was Craig's client

"Without doubt, Craig inspired entertained and involved me during his amazing keynote presentation at NSA
NZ Auckland. It is impossible to leave his compelling knowledge without a changed paradigm for my future .
Furthermore, his vision will change the future of many . A most memorable 60 minutes. Pete Taylor,
Auckland , Speaker, Mentor , Author."

— Peter Taylor, NSA member., NSANZ, was with another company when working with Craig at The Future
Trends Group

"In the past 3 months I've attended 2 events where I have heard Craig presenting marketing philosophy and
practice. The first time he was part of a panel of presenters and the second time he was THE speaker. On both
occasions, I was well informed and received great advice that I was able to take away and apply to improve
the marketing of my business. Craig's presentations are good value and he's a nice guy as well."

— Ian Faulkner, Preventive Health Promoter, the HealthWise Guy, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"I heard Craig at the Westside Women's Business Breakfast at Springfield Lakes, QLD. He was really
inspiring and I was fortunate to read his book as well. It gave me lots of insights to thinking as a futurist. I
recommend Craig as a speaker and as a writer."

—Elina Juusola-Halonen, was Craig's client
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"Craig is a creative writer, and his e-book How to Think Like a Futurist is fun, exciting, an inspirational! I
highly recommend it - it will change your thinking."

— Jill Muehrcke, was Craig's client

"Craig is one of my all time favorite speakers. His content always makes such an impact on how I run my
business and what choices I make in future. He is an amazing man and I value his opinions in the highest
regard. Thank you Craig, you are answering your true calling from the universe!"

—Dale Elliott, Owner, Dale Elliott, was with another company when working with Craig at The Future
Trends Group

"Craig presented at a recent event I attended and I left well informed and motivated about what the future
holds if we embrace foresight. I would recommend Craig Rispin to anyone who feels they are stuck in the
now and not looking into the future."

—Daniel Bateup, was Craig's client

"Craig is an inspiration and stretches your thinking beyond what you think is possible. The future is a big
unknown, and Craig challenges possibilities with great excitement and embraces technology where our lives
can be easier and better."

—Angus Kennard, was Craig's client

"Craig is highly skilled in his expertise and wealth of knowledge. In today's business environment innovation
and creativity are at a premium. Craig successfully unleashes this process sparking enthusiasm and ideas
amongst his audience."

—Melanie Craven, was Craig's client

"Based on reading his excellent monograph Craig is is a very knowledgeable resource for any organisation
that is interested in its future. Having myself been exposed to 'Future Search Conferences' in the 90s and
having had many memorable meetings with some of the most future minded thinkers and designers at the
time, I believe Craig is really onto something big and important, which will not only carry himself forward,
but everybody who joins him on this valuable journey to exploring the future."

—Wolf Schumacher, Director, RewardSuper Pty Ltd, was with another company when working with Craig
at The Future Trends Group

"I attended one of Craig's presentations as an NAB client and found him to be insightful, good humoured, and
thought provoking. Definitely worth considering for your next corporate event!"

— Philip Argy, was Craig's client

"The session I had with Craig was worth every second. He is an expert in his content and made sure my goals
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were addressed and the ideas discussed were based on my needs. He made me feel like I was a partner rather
than a 'client'. He delivers on his excellent reputation."

—Angela Lockwood, was Craig's client

"Craig had some very clever ways of getting people to think differently. Very effective style."

—Manuel Lynch, was Craig's client

"There are very few minds in the world like Craig's. Craig has given me some insights that have changed my
business and many of my client's in turn. If you want to know where the world is going and what to make of
that - call him for a speaking gig or as a mentor."

—Anne Miles, Business Development Specialist, annemiles.com.au, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig and I were on a panel speaking about the future of Cloud Computing at Cognizant Community in
Sydney, Australia. Craig has an excellent rapport with the audience and he was an great person to collaborate
with on the future of information technology. He has a very good understanding of what ways people can
leverage upcoming technology to future business advantage, and gives this vision in a way that is accessible
to the audience."

— JERALD MURPHY, Enterprise Computing Practice Leader, Cognizant Technology Solutions, was with
another company when working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig has an amazing ability to collate infite amount of diverse information, visualize the trends and
articulate them in a very meaningful way."

— Salil Punalekar, Cloud Leader, Cognizant Technology Solutions, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"I have attended a number of Craig's presentations over the years through the National Speakers Association
of Australia and can honestly say that ever time that Craig presents he imparts value knowledge, ideas and
leaves your mind stretched just that little bit further ... I can highly recommend Craig for you're next keynote
that will leave your audience wanting more. Kon Iatrou ikon images The Business Portraits Specialists"

—Kon Iatrou, was Craig's client

"Craig, Was the Keynote/Kick-off speaker at a mutual client site. Craig's discussion with the group as a great
thought starter and input to the work I subsequently took with 150 of the technology managers within this
large Australian Telecommunications Company. I would not hesitate to recommend Craig as a Keynote
speaker, and look forward to doing more work with him in the future. Andrew Friar Principle Consultant -
Endurance IT"

—Andrew Friar, Managing Director, Endurance IT, worked directly with Craig at The Future Trends
Group
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"Here's a man who is passionate about the future, leading innovation and sharing findings with the rest of us.
Craig's presentation was brilliant - content rich, captivating and challenging. I may still have an android
phone, but 4 days after hearing him speak I purchased my first Apple anything. Craig demonstrated the power
of a vision, the passion of a tribe and the capacity to lead your market no matter what is happening in your
world. Want a fresh take on technology and innovation to change the way you do business? Engage Craig."

—Tarran Deane ~ Corporate Cinderella, Communications Officer & Chaplain, Chapter Leadership
Team, National Speakers Association of Australia, Queensland Chapter, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig is an exceptional public speaker and a great asset for business style conference and seminars. Craig
will open doors for your business or members of your association as he gives you a glimpes of where the
world is heading. One of the quotes I love from Craig is "The future is already here it's just not widley
distributed yet"."

—Nathaniel Garvin, Board Memeber, Christian Media Australia, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Met Craig through Thought Leaders - and like all TLs he stretched my thinking and pushed my boundaries
to new places. It's far better to be made aware of the new trends by a futurist than by another business!"

— Steve Woods, Member, Thought Leaders Australia, was with another company when working with Craig
at The Future Trends Group

"I am very much acquainted with Craig's work and highly recommend him for anyone and anyplace. Just in
hearing him speak, your life is transformed. I have now acquired "thinking outside of the box" and not
apologizing for it..... Business Futurist & Innovation Expert - Author, Speaker, Mentor “Know First, Be First,
Profit First” "Mentor of the Year" - Thought Leaders Global "Speaker of the Year" - National Speakers
Association of Australia "100% Club and Speaker Hall of Fame" - T.E.C. & Vistage"

—Corinne Gomez, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation was one of the best I've ever seen...I would recommend him for your next conference."

— Steve Crawford, Director & Personal Wealth Adviser, Experience Wealth, was with another company
when working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig really knows how to engage an audience. He combines up-to-the-minute information with worthwhile
audience participation. Craig has a genuine humour and generosity of spirit that makes him stand-out."

—Glenys McLaughlin, Technology & Interaction Consultant, Freelance, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"I had the opportunity to hear and talk with Craig at the 2010 Christian Media Australia Conference. He is an
excellent communicator, and his knowledge of future technology trends is almost encyclopedic. It is well
worth having Craig as a speaker - or even as somone to have a chat to about where technology is going and
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how you might be able to best ride that wave."

— Shane (Sash) Miller, Media Production, North Shore Christian Centre, was with another company when
working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig ensures that I am aware of the latest advances in technology so that the organisations in which I work
are able to immediately leverage these technological capabilities to create, maintain, and/or strengthen their
unique strategic competitive advantage."

—Lisa Mitchell, Director, Corporate Transformation Services, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig delivered an inspirational speech on why we need to be aware of new technologies to increase our
presence as professional speakers. His wise words and recommended readings have been an eye-opener as to
the future possibilities. Well done Craig!"

—Tibor Mackor, Accredited Professional Speaker, National Speakers Assocation of NZ, worked directly
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig and I met sitting in adjoining seats when we both attended a specialist marketing seminar, at which he
contributed a lot of thoughts and information which all and presenters really appreciated. For a man with such
great knowledge and such a huge following of fans, he really was a breath of fresh air in his completely
relaxed manner and open willingness to share. I'm happy to recommend Craig as an adviser/speaker who both
'knows his stuff' and cares!"

—Grant Hyman, Founding Director, www.salescentral.com.au, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig is a futurist and has a deep understanding of the subject"

— Sanober Bulsara, was Craig's client

"Craig is an interesting and engaging speaker and expert in his fields. He delivers his information in a way
that allows you to take away real tools and knowledge that you can apply to your business in an easy
manner."

—Tony Bourke, was Craig's client

"I had the pleasure of listening to Craig speak at the Thought Leaders Summit in Darwin 2010. Craig had the
attendees undivided attention and gave me some great tools to bring home. Given the opportunity I would
attend another session with Craig without hesitation."

— Purdey Eades, was Craig's client

"I've now seen Craig speak on a number of occasions and I'm always impressed how knowledgable he is and
how he is able to simplify the wonders of technology in layman's terms."
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—Darryl Lovegrove, Managing Director, Lovegrove Productions, worked with Craig at The Future Trends
Group

"I attended one of Craig's workshops at the 2011 NSAA Convention and Craig's presentation was jam-packed
with useful information and strategies to help stream line my business and make the most of today's hi-tech
environment. It was easy to follow, entertaining and highly valuable."

— Sonja Bella, was Craig's client

"It is a rare find when you come across sombody that can deliver MORE that they say they can! Craig is such
a person. I have found his advice and information first class and more importantaly delivered in a way that
can be understood ! I would have no problem recomending Craig to any organization that requires only the
best. Rowland McGabhann CSP, APSI."

— rowland mcgabhann, owner, rowland mcgabhann, worked with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig is an insightful and intelligent speaker with a delightful demeanour. I really enjoyed his analyses of
discoveries that aren't usually in my field of vision, but probably right under my nose."

—Dave Baskind, Managing Director, Picket Studio, was with another company when working with Craig at
The Future Trends Group

"As a keynote speaker at our recent conference in Queenstown, Craig was outstanding as a thought provoker.
2 ½ hours felt like 20 minutes, I was left both inspired and redefining my coveted goals. It would be a
pleasure to see him speak again."

— Jenelle Webster, was Craig's client

"We were fortunate to hear Craig's keynote at our recent retreat for business and personal succession
specialists. Craig's insightful words gave us all an insight into future trends that are to impact the world and
particularly our industry. He utilised his experiences as well as academic research to paint a compelling and
thought provoking image of the future we could all share. I for one willl keenly follow Craig's work as my
business develops."

— Steve Nielsen- Ascent Wealth Management, was Craig's client

"Craig was the first key note speaker of our Retreat, he was very easy to work with and helped us to meet
allour key objectives. His presentation content and delivery was outstanding, both the delegates plus a couple
of the speakers continued to refer back to him for the following two days. A compelling message."

—Duncan McPherson, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation and thought provoking discussions helped focus the conference for the rest of the
weekend including discussion back at the office. Absolutely excellent ! Thank you so very much. Happy to
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endorse and recommend as a speaker that will get you thinking"

— Sandra Felli, was Craig's client

"I had the privilege of hearing Craig present at the Moore Stephens Australasian Regional Conference 2011
and greatly appreciated the insights he presented, his engaging presentation style, and the challenges he posed
that will no doubt directly contribute to improved results both for Moore Stephens, and for my own company
Aktiv Tactics. No matter what industry you work in, you will benefit from having Craig present to your
company and work with you to help you break down preconceptions and open your minds to the possibilities
the future holds."

— Philip Brookes, Managing Director, Aktiv Tactics, was with another company when working with Craig
at The Future Trends Group

"I have seen Craig in action and spent some time with him also. Extremely creative, knowledgeable and
empowering."

—Robert Baharian, was Craig's client

"Craig delivers "on the money" messages every time he speaks. I found that he disturbed our people enough
so they not only listened, but they opened their minds as well. If you want someone to give your team a wake
up call, call Craig now, it will be one of the best decisions you make this year."

— John McTavish, was Craig's client

"I watched Craig wow crowds at a seminar where Nous Factory, my business, held a trade stand. We spent
two days discussing Cloud Computing for SMEs seeing a moderate response until Craig's presentation; then
our prospects understood the concept and were pondering the future for their business. If only I had him on
my sales team... Craig is entertaining, compelling and authorative."

—Colin Murfett, Operations Manager, Nous Factory PTY LTD, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"I found Craig to be a knowledgeable insightful and inspirational speaker and would highly recommend him"

—Michael Smith, Art Director, Sperling Enterprises, was with another company when working with Craig
at The Future Trends Group

"I'm not sure if I really knew what to expect when I first met Craig but I definitely underestimated his sheer
depth of knowledge and insight into future trends. Equally impressive is his understanding of what is HOT
now! Craig is inspirational, entertaining, knowledgeable and his recommendations are gold. Craig delivered a
highly captivating presentation at our Christmas conference and we have subsequently engaged Craig to
advise our executive team on appropriate use of technology in our enterprise. Without doubt our best
investment this year!"

— John Smallwood, was Craig's client
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"I saw Craig Rispin speak at Flying Solo Live 2010 http://bit.ly/e9tfFk his subject matter was interesting, and
I learnt a few new things about the future of technology."

—Heather Smith, Contributing Writer, FLYING SOLO, was with another company when working with
Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig produces a fantastic presentation that is very thought provoking."

— Shane Radbone, was Craig's client

"Craig is a first class presenter and futurist who knows his stuff. His presestations are always erudite and
polished. I've ben fortunate enough to be in his audience on several occasions."

— Phil Lee, Founder, Sandler Training in Australia / Peak Performance Training, was with another
company when working with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"To the business professional, It is with pleasure I recommend Craig as a motivational speaker in the futurist
category. I was blown away by his passion knowledge and delivery method that presence not words can only
describe. If you want to give your business an edge on future technology or ideas to reinvigerate your service
offering in an effort to stay ahead of the pack...give this guy a call. If your worried about the investment the
greater question is can you afford not to invest. Kind Regards Lyndon Urquhart"

—Lyndon Urquhart, was Craig's client

"Craig is a vital link to a world where few people have the mental capacity to venture. Those fortunate
enough to come within his sphere will experience a sense of being "moved on" or "out from" a paradigm that
they hitherto thought was supreme and to find they are now inspired to explore other potentials. He is
generous with his sharing of knowledge and tools to work with."

—Ken McCracken, Director, Progroup Management Pty Ltd, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig came to Northern Beaches Business Swap and gave a fantastic presentation! He had everyone’s
attention from the minute he started until the minute he finished! We hope to see him back soon!"

—Mandie Spooner, was Craig's client

"A strategist, combining holistic insights with down to earth planning, we are using to guide us in the context
of IT., and marketing / sales delivery. He is a person who will continue to assist us in applying innovative
ideas and systems that will keep us on the front edge of IT and services delivery."

— John C H Perry, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin is a genius presenter. A brilliant man with an infectious passion for serving. If you are serious
about seamless technology then read How to Think Like a Futurist. If you are really serious about knowing
first,being first and ultimately profiting first do whatever it takes to get to the future forum."
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—Adrian Rainey, Chief of Research, The Weight Loss Study, was with another company when working
with Craig at The Future Trends Group

"Craig is an inspiring speaker who as a catalyst enables audience creativity."

— John Pye, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin is an exceptional thinker and presenter. He has the capacity to engage any audience with what
some see as traditionally 'dry' ideas such as technological change and make each participant want to be part of
both the change and the future. His capacity to conceptualize a strategy and explain in plain words is
unparalleled. He regularly checks in with participants to ensure understanding and this delivers outstanding
results on the day and over time. Thank you Craig!"

—Rohan Squirchuk, was Craig's client

"Craig has addressed significant groups for me at Australia Post & Australian Institue of Management. Every
time I have seen Craig, his work has been inspiring, informative and kept the audience engaged. Craig
projects people to the future & tries to open their minds to things we do not believe could be real yet. Craig
can help you open to new opportunities for your business. Additionally he could open your mind to things
you may not have seen yet, that could impact your business. You are bound to benefit from hearing &
working with Craig, don't miss the opportunity."

—Helen Brodie, was Craig's client

"I first heard CRaig at the NSAA Convention on the Gold Coast, 2010 when I attended his presentation. His
knowledge of future trends in the electronic world was amazing yet he took a highly technical subject and
made it easy for us all to understand. As well his involvement of the audience in demonstrations made the
topic real. I would highly recommend Craig as a speaker on future trends to any audience and am happy to
endorse him as an entertaining speaker."

—Geoff Kirkwood, Member, National Speakers Association Australia, worked directly with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig was a guest speaker at Symposium/ITxpo Sydney 2010 and he was a delight to work with. I really
appreciated his effort and enthusiasm for tailoring a presentation that would best suit the audience. “How to
Think Like a Futurist” was extremely well received, the evaluation scores were nearly perfect and several
delegates stated it was the best presentation they’d seen."

—Lauren Hughes, was Craig's client

"The whole world is moving forward and we need a whole army of Craig Crispins to help us catch up!"

—Ron Manners, was Craig's client
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"I first saw Craig at the Flying Solo conference. I was impressed by his easy-going style and powerful
presentation about identifying future trends and moving with them. I've hired Craig to deliver a workshop for
the Australian's Rural Leadership Foundation's seasoned leaders program, TRAILblazers in March 2011, and
I very much look forward to engaging more with Craig."

—Zoe Herbert Routh, was Craig's client

"Craig has the ability to marry the benefits of evolving technology features to future business activities -
allowing exceptional results."

— John Pointing, Senior Consultant, Rinlok Pty Limited, was with another company when working with
Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I had the privilege of attending one of Craig's presentations as part of a small group. The presentation was
not only eye opening but extremely thought provoking. Craig makes you challenge what you think you know
and what you think is possible. I high recommend reading his book and listening to him speak about what the
future will be for us as not only organisations but as humans."

—Lachlan Burns, General Manager - Consumer, Primus Telecom, was with another company when
working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

""We see the brightness of a new page where everything yet can happen." Rainer Maria Rilke - Book of
Hours If there's anything you need to understand about what's going on today and in the near and far future,
Craig's the guy to tune in to. He''s a great presenter with a truly encyclopaedic knowledge of, and enthusiasm
for, pretty much anything you can throw at him. Highly recommended."

—Robert Moorman, Creative Director, Hunting With Pixels, was with another company when working
with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig was speaker at Flying Solo Live 2010 and I was invigorated by his presentation. It's good for the soul
to be challenged in thoughts the way Craig challenged us. His presentation was great - I would love more...."

—Wendy Lloyd Curley, was Craig's client

"The future is here, it’s just not widely distributed. If you are serious about knowing what will drive your
profits and focus for the future then Craig Rispin is your man. He will help you understand and get you
excited about what is available now and in the future to help you stand out from the crowd. He has the ability
to engage an audience in science, innovation, technology and fun all in the first ten minutes. The future is
yours as long as you have Craig along to mentor you and show you the right path."

—Oliver Tams (1000 +), was Craig's client

"We had the good fortune to have Craig close our 2010 Flying Solo LIVE! event. Our audience of 350+
business owners were blown away by his presentation. Knowledgeable, engaging and entertaining. It doesn't
get any better. Thanks Craig!"
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—Robert Gerrish, Founder & Director, Flying Solo, was with another company when working with Craig
at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's energeising and thought provoking presentations create just the right sort of platform to catalyse
innovation."

—David Favelle, was Craig's client

"Craig was a key note speaker at the UXC sales kick off on the 12th August in Sydney. I was intrigued by a
subject I knew nothing of and Craig was brilliant in making the subject palatable to the masses. A job well
done. To have your thinking or beliefs stretched just a little I would recommend Craig."

—Michael Hynard, was Craig's client

"I had the pleasure of hearing Craig Rispin speak at a corporate event recently. He was truly inspiring. I
highly recommended him. He’ll get your business leaders looking at the horizon rather than at their feet."

—Alethea Belford, was Craig's client

"I thoroughly enjoyed Craig's presentation and can't wait for his predictions on the future to eventuate. His
perspective on trends is certainly very insightful but what's really great about his presentation is that it
showcases practical applications and tools that we can apply today in my business to increase productivity.
Great stuff. Thanks Craig."

— Ivan Ang, was Craig's client

"Craig presented an engaging and relevant session at our national sales conference. He delivered well to the
brief and had the audience asking for more. His content was well aligned to our theme of 'The Next Horizon' -
complemented by his well polished presentation skills and interaction with the audience."

—Collin Duff-Tytler, was Craig's client

"Craig is simply inspiring. He doesn't attempt to inspire - he just inspires. More than that; through his
mentoring he helps others to act on their inspiration and build strong innovative businesses. Boardrooms can
become conservative; Craig gives me a competitive edge that allows me to work more effectively with my
clients helping them, in turn, to be more effective on their boards."

— Julie Garland McLellan, CEO, Corporate Governance and Board Consultant, was a consultant or
contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"About 2 years ago , a friend gave me a cd and said "you have to listen to this guy, he is brilliant" . Curious I
did and this guy was Craig. Wow does he know his stuff and true thought leader of the present and future
social and business trends . Not only has he wisdom he is also very very entertaining . I get bored really really
quickly - Craig teachings kept me focused and energised for hours"
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—Tony Gattari - The Business Inspirer!, Founder and Chief Energy Officer (CEO), Achievers Group, was
with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a speaker who leaves you thinking. His grasp of technological trends is superb. Everyone was on the
edge of their seat thinking of ways to implement the latest and greatest technology."

— John Kirk, was Craig's client

"Craig is a highly skilled individual. Craig's knowledge on business, future trends are superb. Craig helps you
to become a leader in your industry. I recommend attending a seminar with Craig..He truly changes your way
of thought!"

—David Greenfield, BDM, Paperless Warehousing, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I saw Craig present for the 5th or 6th time last week and as always he provided excellent value. He is down
to earth yet dynamic in both content and style and has an understanding of trends and their meaning like very
few other people."

— Ian Berry CSP FAIM, was Craig's client

"I've watched and worked alongside Craig over many years. He's one of the most savvy people I know in
relation to technology and future trends. He's caring and helpful, always courteous and thoughtful - and packs
a very powerful punch with his knowledge and business acumen. And then, listening to him last week
presenting to a large audience of business people about future trends took my experience of Craig to another
level. It was a truly magnificent experience. He masterfully kept the audience engaged for an hour - and we
could have gone for much longer. Powerful information. I sat there going 'Wow' time after time! Robyn
Pearce CSP, (The Time Queen - helping you solve your time problems) www.gettingagrip.com"

—Robyn Pearce, Owner, Robyn Pearce Corporation Ltd, was with another company when working with
Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig delivers value in every sentence. I came away with a Livescribe notebook brimming with ideas to push
my law practice into the 21st Century. Am busy implementing with no fear or trepidation buts lots of
enthusiasm."

— Jennie Vickers, was Craig's client

"I heard Craig speak at two engagements within 12 hours of each other. The first as a keynote speaker and the
second as a mentor. Both events were highly informative in their respective ways. Craig's depth of knowledge
in so many areas makes him a true futurist. His speaking delivery is done with humour and humbleness. It is
well worth hearing Craig speak!"

—Michael G Major, Principal, 7°, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com
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"A superb speaker, thoroughly engaging and a very personable guy. Would love to see you speak again
soon."

—Linda Coles, was Craig's client

"I find Craig to be a true Thought Leader! Craig thinks differently to most people, and finds a way to deliver
his thoughts in such a simple manner, which makes you wonder about the true meaning of "common sense".
Craig is great to work with, as in every size audience you'll see him present to, he'll make everyone in the
room feel special. If you're interested in the future (as the place you'd spend the rest of your life in), you'd
better listen to what Craig has to say."

—Raz Chorev, was Craig's client

"Craig was invited TEC Asia to Malaysia in July 2005 to speak to TEC CEOs in Penang and Kuala Lumpur.
At both locations, Craig received excellent ratings and over 50% of the attendees expressed interest in his
future trends presentations. TEC Asia is bringing Craig back to Malaysia for his Innovation Program starting
in November 2005."

—Richard CMWong, was Craig's client

"If you have met Craig you will know just what an enthusiastic and truly enlightened individual he is. The
world needs more visionaries like Craig."

— Paul Hodgson, Marketing Director, PeopleLogic. Email marketing specialists, was with another company
when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig truly is the man that can see around corners. His presentations are interesting, interactive and mind
expanding. I have had the fortune of working with Craig and seeing him in action on many occasions and he
is always compelling and adds an enormous amount of value to any engagement. Thoroughly recommended!"

—Andrew Everingham, was Craig's client

"Having worked with some of the world's greatest minds, like Jack Welch, Nelson Mandela and Anthony
Robbins I can honestly state that if you ever have the unique opportunity of learning from Craig, GRAB IT,
and you will never look at life in the same way again. Craig is a true visionary in a world of mostly
duplication."

—Ronnie Kagan, Owner, The Business of Life, worked directly with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a 'big-picture' guy and always on the cutting edge with new ideas for business growth. Approachable
and supportive, he will work with you, at your level, on any aspect of your business to assist you with new
ideas and implementation of them. He is an expert in his field."

—Camille Valvo, was Craig's client
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"We featured Craig in our Club of Amsterdam Journal >
http://www.clubofamsterdam.com/press.asp?contentid=732#article04"

— Felix B Bopp, chairman, Club of Amsterdam, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig was a guest speaker on the opening day of our weeklong Innovation & Though Leadership Festival
and his subject was on Macro-trends in Technology Innovation. He brought an understanding of a complex
subject to an audience of financial services employees and business executives, and delivered this with
creative flair, humour, free of jargon and in plain English. Afterwards, he wowed the socks off our most
treasured clients over a dinner speech, and nine months later they are still quoting him and raving about his
talk. I think that qualifies as a "Craig ROCKS!""

—Annalie Killian, was Craig's client

"Craig delivers great value every time he is consulted or presents."

— John Baikie, was Craig's client

"Craig addressed a conference I attended. He spoke to a group of successful business people challenging how
they thought and challenged the tradional buisness thinking process. His ability to 're-organise' your brain and
processing was refreshing. Based on his presentation, I would recommend him to other people."

—Michael Burgess, was Craig's client

"Craig is a remarkable speaker, a futurist and a practical ideas man. He has a strong grasp of technological
trends that have helped our business to save money and improve productivity. Craig is an exceptional person,
a great presenter and I would recommend him to you if you want the low down on technology trends, the best
business gadgets and very useful ideas on making technology work for you."

—Tique (Teuta) Bennett, CEO, NetCraft Australia, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

""Craig has really opened our businesses eyes to the huge revenue potentials innovation brings to any
business. He showed us within 15 minutes how to save $10,000 in our business and I can tell you there are
nowhere near enough characters coming through our doors doing this! I cannot recommend either his one to
one sessions or his excellent seminars highly enough, I have seen him speak a number of times and he always
gives the crowd huge value. You haven't seen the future until you have seen Craig!""

—Kevan Baker, was Craig's client

"Craig is one helluva technology guy. I can say that as I'm known for being on the edge with technology.
However, I have learned a LOT from Craig and he is one of the best --- literally in the world. I've seen many
and Craig is a man who is technologically sharp, acute with his business knowledge and a gentleman to
know. It is an honor to recommend him with my highest regards for his work both technologically and in
business. Terry L. Brock, MBA, CSP (Certified Speaking Professional), www.TerryBrock.com"
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—Terry Brock, MBA, CSP, CPAE, Owner, Achievement Systems, Inc., worked directly with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig worked with my team at Colonial First State to extend the thinking and approach that they adopted.
The team frequently refers back to the principles and discussions that Craig introduced when dealing with
issues and developing recommendations. I would recommend Craig to any organisation that is seeking to
imbed new thinking to the way they approach their business."

— Sal Torrisi, was Craig's client

"Craig is a highly creative and intelligent futurist as well as an outstanding speaker who can put your
company on the right track for the best results in the 21st century."

—Marie Anderson, was Craig's client

"I saw Craig speak a year ago. Unfortunately for me it took some time for the content to sink in and I may
have missed many opportunities by not acting quicker. Over the last year many things Craig was talking
about have become more prevalent in everyday business life... Hey, maybe there is something in the
knowledge he has as a futurist. Please do yourself a favour and listen closely to what he has to say, it could
help you get a jump on the crowd."

—Kevin Gammie, was Craig's client

"Craig was a key presenter at the 2006 RCSA Conference on Australia's Gold Coast. He was one of the most
articulate, interesting, entertaining and informative presenters I have had the pleasure of listening to in over
25 years of attending conferences and seminars."

—Michael Whybro, Owner and Managing Director, SOS Recruitment Limited, was with another company
when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig has opened my vision as a business owner to possibilities that the future can hold for my company.
Armed with the information presented in Craig's talks I am able to approach the challenges with a new light
to capatialising on modern ways towards business. I highly recommend Craig to work with any company that
have a clear vision for future development and growth."

— Sarah Logue, Director, Super Cruz Pty Ltd, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I thoroughly enjoyed Craig's well researched, no-frills and no-hype presentation, which was jammed packed
with extremely useful and relevant information. Craig's style is inclusive, personal and enjoyable. Business
leaders need this quality now."

—David Deane-Spread, Publisher, Ajna Publishers, worked directly with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a speaker, futurist and ideas man who has many practical ways of helping businesses of all sizes to
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improve productivity, save money and complete projects. I have known Craig for many years and he would
be the most knowledgeable person I know in the area of technology, business processes, business gadgets and
other useful tech ideas. And I've seen plenty."

—Tony Arena, Managing Director, BCI, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a an absolute techno guru, if you want to know the latest,just ask Craig, if he hasn't tried it he knows
about it and can guide you through the maze."

—Lindsay Adams, Immediate Past National President, National Speakers Association of Australia, worked
directly with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a fantastic communicator. Having worked closely with Tony Robbins, Brian Tracy, Dr John F
Demartini and Tom Hopkins, to name just a few of the great speakers, Craig was an equal in regards to his
knowledge, enthusiasm and power of sharing his wisdom. I would recommend if you ever have the
opportunity and pleasure to hear Craig share from his heart, grab it. Regards Ronnie Kagan"

—Ronnie Kagan, Owner, The Business of Life, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig blows my mind. He has such a great handle on future trends and is a willing sharer of his knowledge.
If you are looking to do things differently in your business - you want to stand out from the crowd you must
listen to what Craig has to say and most importantly implement some of those things."

—Craig Bulmer, was Craig's client

"Every time I hear Craig speak he provides me with more ideas than I know what to do with! I have
implemented a number of his recommendations - easily and without fuss. Highly recommend engaging his
services if you are looking for simple innovations that will make a big difference to your business."

— Jennifer Dalitz, was Craig's client

"With all TEN fingers on the pulse, Craig is the go-to guy when it comes to insight about the future of the
workplace. He has a unique ability to convert complex statistics into a visual and aural treat which has you
leaning forward in your seat for more. Be in the audience for one of Craig's presentations and you'll be talking
about it around the water cooler for days. A clever and dynamic speaker and always a professional."

—Yvonne Adele, Founder, Owner, Speaker, Consultant, Ideas Culture (ideasculture.com), was with another
company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Excellent speaker in the AMP Innovation Festival. It was great and exciting listening to Craig. Companies
who want to innovate and wants to see opportunities should hire Craig. He describes what was then in
business, this is now, what is beyond and the future of business. He teaches you to 'look beyond the horizon'."

—Mr. Jade CADELINA, was Craig's client
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"Craig's innovations will revolutionize your company and they way it operates. If you want to learn how to
integrate technology with marketing for greater profits then call Craig in."

—Matthew Bywater, was Craig's client

"Craig certainly knows his stuff!! Not only that, he is able to present it in a manner that makes his
presentations enjoyable, enlightening and educational. Thoroughly recommend Craig as a Corporate
Speaker."

—Barry Grossman, Senior Business Analyst, AMP, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Participating in Craig's group coaching sessions is a catalyst for bringing the future into close perspective.
Craig has a masterful ability to convert global future trends to concrete strategies and actions for my
individual situation. This allows me to package my message into the best format for my clients now and the
future."

—Noelene Dawes, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin is one of the world's leading business futurists - end of story. His insight into where business it
at, and where it is heading, is extremely impressive. Craig adds tremendous credability to the business futurist
sector. What my associates and I have learned from Craig is priceless. Highly recommended."

—Greg Tingle, Director, Media Man Australia, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"If you want to know the future of technology, how it applies to you and your work/industry AND how you
can utilize this technology to help you work smarter and not harder, Craig is your man. He has his finger on
the pulse for you!"

— Ingrid Mogensen, was Craig's client

"Craig is a greatly entertaining speaker. His audience was kept interested and entertained and came away with
plenty of innovative ideas to implement into their businesses."

— Sam Lawson, was Craig's client

"Craig is excellent at communicating emerging concepts clearly for people to benefit from. His presentation
on the six degrees of separation and uses of LinkedIn are right on."

— Joseph Matthew, Resource Manager, Pacific Brands, was with another company when working with
Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is one of the best natural speakers I have come across in the many seminars I have attended. He knows
his subject extremely well and will have any audience captivated with his expertise. As for his content it is
very compelling and something anyone in business will be sure to benefit from."
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—Greg Gillespie, was Craig's client

"Craig is an amazing speaker who thoroughly entertains whilst causing his audience to really listen to his
message. He challenges in a thought provoking way and really caused me to think about what he said. The
audience was buzzing while Craig was on his feet. Highly recommended."

— Paul Bull, was Craig's client

"Craig is a fantastic speaker and years ahead of his time. His knowledge of 'future trends' is amazing and has
some great alternative solutions to things that we all need, do and struggle with on a daily basis. Use him -
he's well worth the investment...."

—Tony Randall, was Craig's client

"I have seen Craig speak at an industry forum. He has excellent ideas, is clearly a subject matter expert and is
also a very entertaining speaker."

—Claire Golding, was Craig's client

"I attended Craig's Conference in Darwin, Australia, October 2006. Craig did an excellent presentation where
he encouraged the audience to adopt the latest technology for our businesses. He has a good knowledge of
future trends and was very successful in motivating us to take action."

—Ana Seuanez-de Clouett, was Craig's client

"We found Craig's advice to be sound and exciting. He has brought some great ideas to our company of
which we will be following up on in the near future."

—Debbie Barnett, was Craig's client

"Craig is one of the most entertaining and positive speakers I have witnessed. He created an atmosphere of
motivation and action amongst the audience. We could have listened to him for hours. He was also very open
to our questions and provided his knowledge without reservation."

— Julie O'Brien, was Craig's client

"Craig has a wealth of high content knowledge about future trends and technology and is able to present it in
an easy to understand-and even amusing-format. I would have no hesitation to recommend him as a
conference speaker."

—Catherine DeVrye-MSc, CSP, Owner, CDV Management, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's presentations on future trends and technological advancement was an absolute eye opener! In a
matter of 2 hours, Craig can show you ways of grasping the technological trends of the world that could
transform your business and set it apart from your competition. Highlly recommended to any size business."
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—Ross Newell, was Craig's client

"Craig has a unique ability to take often complex information about changes in technology and convey it
succinctly, clearly, and concisely, such that where one may have been overwhelmed by the speed of change,
they become excited about the future possibilities. Change can be hard for many to deal with. Craig can show
you that where there is change, there is sure to be opportunity lurking about someplace. Quite simply, Craig's
business is knowing the future. The information Craig has may give your business a competitive advantage
and explode your profits."

— Jeff Gilling jeff@gilling.com.au, Executive, Photomax, was with another company when working with
Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's presentation was eye opening. Even after the presentation was finished Craig had the audience
spellbound. They couldn't get enough of him. Craig's has set our sales team on a new path. Excellent
Stuff!!!!!"

— Stacey Harris, was Craig's client

"Craig is a dedicated futurist, with a penchant for the obvious when the detail gets in everyone else's way."

—Robert Eke, Producer, Ezicomms PL, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I have been a regular Conference attendee over the last 15 plus years but there are less than a handful of
Presenters that make the impact that Craig does. Weeks later people are still talking about him and even
though weeks have past his Futuristic thoughts are still to the fore."

— John Williams, was Craig's client

"I had the pleasure of hearing Craig speak at a recent conference. The conference was pitched at Owner
Manager of Recruitment organisations and as a futurist provided many of us technophobes with a facinating
insight into the infinite possiblities of the new technology age. It is inspiring to hear someone speak from a
totally different perspective about the new technologies such as LinkedIn and LinkMe and how we as
recruiters can tap into a whole different sphere. Having seen the changes that have taken place in our industry
with JobBoards and even something as simple as SMS, I can see that tehcnology advances will make a huge
difference to the way we work in the future. I look forward to trying some of Craigs ideas and learning more."

—Rosemaree Ellis, was Craig's client

"Craig is a great speaker who grabs your interest and reveals many interesting trends in a fun way"

—Nigel Harse FRCSA, was Craig's client

"Fascinating speaker providing great food for thought"
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—David Byrnes, was Craig's client

"Craig was a speaker at a conference I recently attended. Not only was his energetic performance highly
enjoyed, he was also engaging and more importantly thought provoking! Hey he got me to view this site and
the sky is the limit!"

—Tegan Shaw, was Craig's client

"Gave a great presentation at our conference and was very thought provoking"

— Sue Heather, was Craig's client

"Craig was interesting, relevant and thought provoking. He certainly brought up lots of discussion points for
our team. I would recommend him as an interesting addition to an agenda for a conference or executive
meeting."

—Kalena Smitham (nee Jefferson), was Craig's client

"Very thought provoking and challenging ideas. His input assisted me to develop several ideas that I can
apply to my business that will help to keep ahead of my competitors. Thanks."

—Leigh Johnson, was Craig's client

"Craig is a fantastic source of information in his field as a futurist. I would reccommend Craig to anyone who
is wanting a glimps of future business and social trends."

—Wayne Farrell, Manager, Workpac, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is an excellent presenter wit a deep understanding of his subject matter and how it applies to his clients
needs. Craig was able to identify key trends and map how specific solutions best meet his audiences'
requirements given these emerging patterns."

—Matthew Kendall, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I attended a conference where Craig was speaking about his Futurist views. I found his presentation invoked
much thought about what I need to do in business to be successful in the future. I was impressed by his
enthusiasm and ideas."

— Julian Strudwick, Senior Consultant, Strudwick Human Resources, was with another company when
working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I attended a conference in which Craig was a speaker. Fascinating insight into what lies ahead ini the future -
brilliantly presented and captivating!"

—Wiliam Rule, was Craig's client
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"Very interesting presentation. Passionate about the future of business trends and how as Managers/Owners
we should embrace new technology and develop new networks through this medium."

—Michelle House, was Craig's client

"Craig is a great speaker and presenter , with excellent knowledge of future trends in Technology and
Business."

— Steve Roberts, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin, Business Futurist, presented me with an entirely new way of thinking with regards to not only
my business as it stands; but also ways of doing business in the future. His innovative presentation and ideas
made me realise that opportunities are only limited by the way in which you do business and his advice has
opened my eyes to new ideas and a whole new world I didn’t realise existed. Craig is great communicator and
conveys his knowledge in a very informative and innovative way."

—Maryane Bogovic, was Craig's client

"Craig presented at a recent recruitment conference, attended by 250 business owners and managers, on a
topic titled "Know first, be first, profit first". The extent of Craig's knowledge and research into the future of
business was extremely informative, provocative and entertaining. For me, his presentation was one of the
highlights of the conference."

—Geoff Crews, was Craig's client

"Craig is an impressive, energetic "futurist" who is passionate about his subject and able to impart
understanding of complex IT / Technology issues."

—Geoff Cooper, was Craig's client

"I met Craig at a recent conference and was very impressed with his visionary presentation. He has a passion
for the future and delivers some very interesting material in a wonderfully witty manner."

—Alexandra Tyrrell-Graham, Director, Scott Recruitment Services, was with another company when
working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig was a speaker at a conference that I attended. Craig was innovative and entertaining. He spoke well,
inspired the audience and is obviously very passionate about his work. I look forward to seeing Craig present
or using Criag's services again."

—Vicky Johnston, was Craig's client

"Craig is a dynamic and entertaining speaker. He goes beyond simply *educating* his audiences about future
trends to actually link insights with specific changes that must happen within your organisation TODAY in
order to be successful in the near future. Craig's DVD, "Know First, Be First, Profit First" is also highly
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recommended."

—Will Swayne, Owner, Marketing-Results.com.au, was Craig's client

"Craig is a high energy enthusiasitc person who inspires others to a broader perspective of the world and also
their world. Craig provided opportunities for us to present to senior executives across a range of organisations
and it is clear he is extremely well connected."

— Paul Sawkins, NetSuite Product Director, NetReturn, was Craig's client

"Craig is very inspiring and his talks are very thought provoking."

—Caryn Chen, Marketing Manager, Lee Huat Plastics Industries Sdn Bhd, was Craig's client

"I attended a Craig Rispin seminar and found it fascinating and useful in thinking about the larger trends in
business. The future can be scary, however Craig makes you want to embrace it and welcome it into your
personal and business world. I have learnt that change is our friend. Guy Clarke"

—Guy Clarke, Managing Director, TLS Business Consulting Trust, worked directly with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is highly technically minded and has the uncanny ability to simplfy the most difficult and complex of
tasks. His focus being on the future and the intergration of technology. I would consider myself a highly
technical person but when I don't have the answer, Craig is the person to speak to. Sometimes I wish I'd
spoken to him first. I could have saved myself weeks of headaches!"

— Justin Stafford, Sales Development, Thought Leaders, was with another company when working with
Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig has really exposed me to a lot of new ideas thst i csn explore for my company as well as for my
personal growth. He has the advantage been working with great futurist in the past and now, had the
capability to channel those ideas to people like us in the industries Kudos to craig"

—Mohamed Raziff Abdul Hamid, general manager, altena, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation style was excellent and as the ability to spot future trends is an important part of meeting
future opportunities, his presentation is thought provoking and full of "little gems"# and captivates the
audience attention."

—Mani Arasu Veerappan, Chief Operating Officer, 3kal Soluzions, was Craig's client

"Craig was an excellent speaker with very good knowledge in the topic he was covering which was future
trends. Highly recommended."

—Han Wei Khoo, Owner, Forwen Sdn Bhd, was Craig's client
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"One of the most informative and insightful speakers I#ve ever heard. Can make a profound difference in the
strategic direction of any company, and I highly recommend him."

—Matthew Michalewicz, CEO, SolveIT Software Pty Ltd, was Craig's client

"I've heard Craig Rispin present two times. The first was to a large audience of about 400 and the second was
to my TEC group. On both occassions he added real value."

—Graham Critchley, Managing Director, Authorised Australian Reclaim Services, worked with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's presentation has an excellent balance of practical advice based on future trends, which encourages all
that hear it to contemplate how best they need to structure their businesses to cope with the shifting
demographic and technoligical trends of our times and the future challenges that these changes represent."

—Ben Williams, was Craig's client

"I have never been so inspired in my life as at Craig Rispin#s seminar on future trends, innovation, strategy
and marketing. I gained deep insight into how strategy and marketing must be formulated today for the future.
Craig made his messages come to life, so that I truly understood them. I started using his methods at once,
and my company now has a much stronger strategy and marketing platform."

—Mark Vedel, was Craig's client

"Craig is BRILLIANT. His ability to see future trends and help companies to benefit from them is amazing.
He is the best Business Futurist, any company can have."

—Ritesh Ranjan, was Craig's client

"Craig's seminar was one of the best I've ever attended. Delivered with rich real life experiences, it has given
me so many great new ideas. Highly recommended."

—Mei Yin Wong, was Craig's client

"Excellent down to basics presentation on a future full of opportunities - yet!. Craig's lessons learnt and future
insights are a potential benefit to companies and individuals alike who are looking to grab a piece of
cyberspace and technology business and marketing opportunities."

—Vijay Reddy, was Craig's client

"If you want to think out of box and be able deliver results then meet up and spend time with Craig. Not only
will he amaze you each time; you will want to find ways to make things happen. He appears light years ahead
of his time, but has an uncanny knack of turning futuristic concepts into practical and workable solutions."

—Abhinav Sahai (scientistsahai@yahoo.co.in), Research Analyst, Gerson Lehrman Group, was with
another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com
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"The best futurist speaker there is, the best there will be!"

—Melvin Wong, was Craig's client

"Craig presented at a TEC meeting I attended. His insights into the future are interesting, but more significant
was the insight into what is already available from a technology perspective."

—David Lock, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Talk to Craig before your competitors do! He sees the future!"

— Pau Hon Chin, was Craig's client

"Insightful! Craig speaks from his personal experiences. Practice what you preach, thats Craig. I enjoyed his
presentation for his energetic delivery and real life examples. His efforts to keep up with latest trends and
identifying new opprtunities were evident throughout his presentation. None of his examples were outdated.
Looking forward to attend his talk next."

—Balamurugan Nallapan, was Craig's client

"Craig was efficient, he covered the essence of innovative marketing with the least amount of information in
a day. Craig was effective, he was able to comprehensively and clearly deliver the technical and mental
approach required for innovation. Craig was indeed a very impactful speaker to me in innovative marketing."

—Wee Khang (Terence) Teoh, was Craig's client

"Had a great opportunity to sit in one of Craig's talk session. Very enlightening - Craig has opened up my
eyes on what innovation is truly about and how to get innovation to work for me. I am impressed with his
talk, ideas and presentation! A must-listen to all marketers!"

—Mei Ling Chew, was Craig's client

"Craig is coool. worth every {whatever currency u use}; no need to think about it, just attend, enjoy and
learn.."

— richard abas, was Craig's client

"I have had the pleasure to hear Craig Rispin speak on 3 occasions. His presentations on future trends and
innovation are inspiring and thought-provoking. I have taken his systemised approach to innovation and
adopted it in my own company. I recommend him highly."

—David Hutchinson, was Craig's client

"I have had the pleasure to attend one of Craig Rispin's talks and found the ideas that he presented at that
occassion to be most enlightening. I would not hesitate to recommend Craig as a speaker on future business
trends to anyone."
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—Dato Roslan Khalid, was Craig's client

"Craig is an outstanding presenter. Funny, clever, really made me think. Craig delivered an outstanding
presentation. I have encouraged colleagues to also attend. Craig has a fine grasp of technology and what
direction it's heading in, fascinating insight into possible futures and amusing annecdotes about his past,
knowledge and experience. Humourous, reflective, startling. I highly recommend!"

—CK Bray, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Forward thinking & dependable, Craig shares his expertise on future trends and latest innovation
Unconditionally! I found him most approachable and knowledgeable. Highly recommended as certainly the
best expert in this field!!!"

—Ai-Ling Wong, was Craig's client

"Learn latest trend, innovative ideas from Craig. Craig Rispin is a person you must have for your next
seminar or company training. He opened up new pespective on the way business should be run for me.
Highly recommended."

—Kenji Ling, was Craig's client

"Craig is such a speaker. Few hours with him and you can gain benefit for your life time! I have tried some of
his suggestion and immediately see results. What a guy? He is simply incredible. No one should miss Craig."

—C.K. Tan, worked directly with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig Rispin delivers accurate summaries of future trends with clarity, wit and authority. He does this by
highlighting, pinpointing and elaborating on emerging trends below the mainstream mass-media radar of
awareness, and offering outcomes and end-points for how these trends will unfold and, most importantly,
where they will take us."

—Krathyn White, was Craig's client

"Craig's vision and grasp of trends, coupled with the facts to back him up, was tremendously useful. What I
really like about Craig's style is his fearlessness at challenging his his clients to take action and concrete
practical business tools he recommends to take that next step."

— Frances Tay, was Craig's client

"Craig helped my business decipher the uncertain road ahead. There are so many threats and opportunities in
the cartographic world these days that I was getting information overload. By listening to Craig's views on the
future I was able to position my business to maximise the opportunities and turn the threats into safeguards.
Thankyou so much. Dean J Godfrey."

—Dean Godfrey, was Craig's client
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"Craig is a great speaker who engages the audience at different levels. Craig focuses on the future trends and
how to take advantage of them in business. I have seen Craig present a number of times. He makes a point to
keep his presentations up to date and focused on particular areas of interest for the audience. I would highly
recommend Craig to help any business look into the future."

—Grant Rickard, was Craig's client

"I have heard Craig present twice on future trends. On both occassions the information presented has assisted
me in formulating the stratgeic direction of my organisation"

—Trevor Martin, was Craig's client

"You cannot afford NOT to hear what he has to say. He has multiple million dollar ideas!"

—Gunananthan Nithyanantham, was Craig's client

"Craig was invited to become a speaker in one of our events. He was rated 9 out of 10 for the presentation.
The best part of his presentation are: new ideas, clear information and great input about how the future market
shall be!"

—EOMalaysia, was Craig's client

"Very insightful.A clear and thorough visionary."

—Ernest Wong, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a excellent presenter and speaker. Craig is well focussed on future possibilities. Well worth
considering for inclusion in your enterprise capability."

— Fredrick Gordon, was Craig's client

"Craig's information is timely, in a future sense. His presentation about work in the future will raise a definate
sense of awareness. His intuition for tracking and talking about where things are trending will get you to
think."

— Joe Slevin, was Craig's client

"Following Craig's DVD Know First, Be First and Profit First, I took action on a handful of powerful
suggestions and ideas that have put me at the forefront of leveraging my skills as a n Exponential Growth
Strategist. Craig has the knack of taking vague concepts and making them amazingly practical and useful. I
will recommend him to all my clients and prospects without hesitation."

—Dr Marc Dussault, was Craig's client

"I have had the opportunity to listen to Craig present on two occasions. He is an established, knowledgeable
speaker especially in the area of mega-trends. I would recommend him as a very insightful,intelligent and
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knowledgeable person."

—Rob Ashley, was Craig's client

"Craig's speech was great value, the whole audience was totally captivated from beginning to end by his
presentation. Craig has set the bar to new levels for keynote presenters."

— Steve Manchester, was Craig's client

"I find Craig's ability to discover those "specific facts or trends" which give me a signficant advantage in my
buisness to be quite extraordinary. He then talks about these trends in such a simple, practical and exciting
way that I always benefit from his talks, and leave them exhilerated too!!"

—Barbara Craven, was Craig's client

"I Attended a seminar where Craig Rispin was a speaker discussing future trends. I thouroughly enjoyed and
found his visions very interesting and insightful. I would highly recommend him as a speaker."

—Alexander Boufeas, was Craig's client

"Craig has given me some amazing ideas on how I can improve my business through technology. These ideas
help me leverage my time with back office efficiencies and help me create a more professional image on
stage. Thanks Craig"

—Chris Gray, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation style was excellent and as the ability to spot future trends is an important part of meeting
future opportunities, his presentation is thought provoking and full of "little gems""

— Stephen Voordouw, was Craig's client

"Craig has an uncanny ability to captivate his audience through both his inspirational lectures and insightful
knowledge on what to expect next in the business place. He has kept me in tune with new ways of doing
business and become an invaluable reference for my network."

—Matt Loop, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig delivered a compelling talk on many of the key trends in IT and Telecommunications together with a
lively review of the latest innovations."

—Ben Salmon, was Craig's client

"Craig has been a prolific speaker and a valuable addition to the TEC CEO program since 2004. His success
has led to many invitations to consult to our members companies and also to our organisation. He has the
keen ability to see the breadth of the market and to inform us of future trends in the different sectors taking
technical jagon and concepts and making them easy to understand."
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—Annie Lyons, was Craig's client

"Craig provided a most interesting and thought-provoking address for the Institute of Instrumentation,
Control and Automation Australia conference mid-2005. It was well received by a wide variety of delegates,
a difficult achievement in itself."

— Ian Gibson, was Craig's client

"Craig has an ability to express clearly his ideas on future trends and they are well thought out and
meaningful to anyone listening to his talks. His style is enthusiastic and captivating."

— John Mitchell-Adams, was Craig's client

"Craig is an exceptional keynote speaker who addressed over 200 CEO's in Brisbane and similar numbers of
CEO's at other venues around Australia for TEC (The Executive Connection)at its ALL TEC Day in 2004.
Craig is also an accomplished workshop resource speaker with remarkable insights to predicting future trends
and direction in business."

— Stephen Myers, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig was great value, the whole audience was totally captivated from beginning to end by his presentation
on Innovation. We took away a lot of useful input that will be sure to benefit our businesses and create
significant savings. Craig has set the bar to new levels for our future keynote presenters. On behalf of the
AFSMI Australia, thank you Craig for making our 2005 CEO Night a great success."

—Andy Kyiet, was Craig's client

"Crig is the best of the best...simply one of the rare individuals with the intellect, experience and delivery...."

—Andrew 'Flip' Filipowski, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Hi Craig I have heard you speak a number of times now on future technological trends and the internet. You
never cease to amaze me with your knowledge of future trends. As you are a great speaker, your talks are
always interesting"

— Jenny Cartwright, Owner, Sales and Telesales Solutions, worked directly with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's passion and insight for the future has helped me understand change and how I can benefit from it. He
has always been thought provoking and challenging. I encourage you to grab any opportunity to hear him
speak."

—Ciaran McGuigan, was Craig's client
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"Craig is a master of prediction. His CEO work is amazing. I have personally had my mind expanded and my
vision lifted. His ability to cut through to the point is a gift. I recommend his strategic retreats highly to
business leaders."

—Matt Church, was Craig's client

"After listening and seeing Craig speak I found that using some of the technology he advised us to take a look
at, in fact allowed me to get things done more effectively and enjoy it"

—Mark Fawcett, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig Rispin is like the TV programme "One Step Beyond" in future trends."

—Beng Lee Teng, was Craig's client

"Craig has been a great support and his expertise has given me a marketing edge. I certainly am happy to
endorse him. Shelley Sykes - The Happiness Guru TV Presenter, Author, Speaker"

—Dr Shelley Sykes, was Craig's client

"Being an entrepreneur, I have heard many top guru speak on strategic business but Craig offer something
very unique. He offers an insight into how latest technology and its trend(both available and upcoming)can
change the way we conduct our business and the way we live and most important how we can profit from it."

—Boon Siong Lim, was Craig's client

"As a futurist I am always looking for fellow members of the futurist community with whom one can test
ideas. Craig has proved a tremendous thought partner, sounding board and one man 'challenge team'. He is a
fantastic listener - which is rare in our world. He is also amazingly generous with his time, ideas and
expertise. Its always a pleasure talking to Craig."

—Rohit Talwar, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig has provided us with invaluable insights and perspectives so relevant to our global ambitions to use
technology to improve the mental health of young people. Jack Heath, Founder & Executive Director, Inspire
Foundation"

— Jack Heath, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I had the great pleasure of attending a workshop by Craig on ways to leverage my business. I was blown
away by Craig's knowledge & skill at communicating what technology we need to make our business
incredible. Craig's ability to predict what's next, what to use, how to use & why to use made my day. I saw
how I could free up more time, save money & most importantly make bundles of money. Thanks"

—Nils Vesk, was Craig's client
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"Great take home value from Craig's presentation. Always manage to surprise me with the latest information
that he provide, he is what I call the #True Futurist#!"

—Vincent Tan, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation to the Funds Management Conference was both energetic and energising. People all
around were scribbling madly to take down the wave of ideas."

—Anthony Asher, was Craig's client

"Craig knows more about what is happening in he world of IT and electronic communications than anyone I
know. He is able to predict trends with accuracy and is a true assett to business managers. He is an excellent
keynote speaker who keeps his audience on the edge of their seats."

—Wendy Foster, was Craig's client

""Craig was not alone brilliant at his presenation but spot on, charismatic speaker and a nice guy too!""

— Jan Karel Kleijn, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I have heard Craig talk twice now. He is inspirational and very thought provoking in his visions of the future
and knowledge of technology."

— Forbes Pratt, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

""Craig you were one of the best TEC All Day speakers we have had in 17 years!""

—Adrian Geering, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Heard Craig speak at a TEC conference and was very impressed. Wouldn't hesitate to recommend his
presentation."

—Harry Pitaro, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Hi Craig I really enjoyed your presentation on future trends when you presented to TEC groups in
September 2004, so much so, that I have booked you to speak to my group of CEO's in May this year. Many
thanks Carol Haslam Chair TEC 30 The Executive Connection - Enhancing the lives of CEO's"

—Carol Haslam, was Craig's client

"Craig does his homework before he speaks. A lot of futurists talk through their hats and make wild
predictions to get you impressed. Craig just makes sense of what is going on and helps you decide whether it
is important for you. He's plain and simple while being thoroughly versed and connected."

—Colin Pearce, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com
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"Craig has the ability to create accurate scenarios for the future and use his knowledge of technology to spot
future trends that will provide business opportunities.Highly recommended."

— Johann Seyffert, was Craig's client

"Most people drive their businesses with 20/20 hindsight, Craig helps you shift your headlights from
backward facing to forward facing. Filled with energy and penetrative insight as a speaker, Craig is an
indispensable tool for all businesses."

—Vic Cinc, was Craig's client

"Listening to Craig is like looking through a window into the future. The 2 opportunities I have had to attend
workshops with Craig have both resulted in direct innovative changes to our business that were cashflow
positive from day 1. I highly recommend Craig to anyone in business today."

—Dr Tony Pennells, was Craig's client

"Craig, impressive presentation on "Running your Business from Anywhere", certainly challenged my
thinking on new technology to be first to market in my industry."

— Jim Kiapekos, was Craig's client

"Craig has a rare talent - he can speak about the big picture and make it personally critical to each and every
individual audience member. You could listen to Craig speak all day."

—Dean Tuttle, was Craig's client

"Craig is a great presenter, able to communicate in a clear and direct way to the business community. He has
and showes a very good expertise and understanding of current and emerging trends."

—Rodolfo Brezzi, was Craig's client

"Craig has an exciting and refreshing view of how contemporary developments can be used to extend and
revitalise business processes and networks."

—Graham Le Roux, was Craig's client

"I have heard Craig 3 times and each time it is just as refreshing and I have been greatly encouraged by his
vast knowledge of business and its intricasies, and very down to earth."

— Fan Ngian Yoong, was Craig's client

"I attended a seminar in Sydney of Craigs for a Law. It was titled "The Future Challenge and change" Craig
spoke each day for a session. Craigs simple presentation of such a overwhelmingly exciting and scary future
brought me into the present with a slap. I hope by being involved in linked groups to keep a little closer to the
present. Thanks for your presentation."
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— Philip Wibaux, was Craig's client

"I attended a presentation in Adelaide - Australia which Craig was a key note speaker ... outstanding
speaker... He illustrated the future and trends, and gave me a new perspective on the sector I belong and its
implications for me on its threats and opportunities. It really made me think about facing business in a new
way and what to do in the following years"

—Ricardo Villaran, was Craig's client

"I recommend Craig Rispin highly. He is a powerful asset for any company, due to the fact that he is a
technology guru and an excellent trend tracker. Furthermore his skills to communicate his knowledge to his
customers are outstanding."

— Fabian Jaimes, was Craig's client

"A great speaker, highly knowledgeable and proficient in his field of expertise!."

—Lee Meng Tee, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin is a fantastic business futurist guru with a unique and brilliant presentation ability. Highly
Recommended."

—Micheal Oh, was Craig's client

"Craig was key note speaker at a conference I attended last year. His delivery and message was excellent,
providing a great precis' of the present situation and future expectations combined with ideas to implement
immediately."

—Greg Bergan, was Craig's client

"I had the pleasure of being in Craig's company during a recent presentation made in Kuala Lumpur. He is
incredibly insightful, and if you love numbers and historical trends - you'd love what Craig has to offer."

—Gary Tay, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I think that Craig's presentation is very insightful and exciting."

—Ming Hui Yap, was Craig's client

"I have worked with Craig at international conferences and found him to be an effective speaker with an
extensive knowledge of technology and future trends. One certainly gains an insight into where the world is
heading."

—Chris Davidson, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com
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"Craig Rispin is no ordinary speaker. He was extremely insightful in the direction of where businesses are
heading. It opened a whole new perspective of doing business for me."

—Adrina Shazlin Abd Shukor, was with another company when working with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I met with Craig during the IBM iSeries Event in Perth Australia. He kept an audience of 400 transfixed with
his perspective of things to come, which was amazing for its lucidity, and an eye opener to many like me,
who were "experiencing" a Futurist for the first time."

—Haja Sheriff, was Craig's client

"Craig presented at an IBM conference on the future and future trends. Unfortunately the time allocated was
too short as the audience would have loved him to continue. Within the short time allocated he managed to
convey a very good overview of future developments and trends and obviously has a great passion and depth
of knowledge for/of his topic. I would readily endorse Craig in this role."

— John Belton, was Craig's client

"Craig is a resourceful and inspirational speaker on future trends in businesses. Craig prompts me to look into
areas that "I Do Not Know That I Don't Know" on how to be more effective in growing my business."

—Tse-Ming PANG, was Craig's client

"Craig delivered a great address at our annual Association for Service Management Executive Night function,
which is the highlight of the IT service industry in Australia. His ideas certainly got people thinking about the
future and what they might be able to do to harness change productively"

— Steve Phelps, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin is one of those professional speakers you really should want to hear. Why? Because Craig is
able to tell you already TODAY about all the future trends and upcoming changes that the #business gurus#
will write about in their next book two years down the road. Craig Rispin - great knowledge of upcoming
future trends and technological developments delivered in an entertaining style!"

—Detlef Reis, was Craig's client

"Craig's talk on Future Trends made me realise I was in the category of those who "wondered what
happened" although I thought I was one of those who "watch things happen" but he endorsed my thinking on
networking business (98% of people will be out of job) and makes me resolve to really wanna "make things
happen" with my networking businesses."

—Boo Yeang Khoo, was Craig's client

"Craig was a client of TEC Asia and spoke very well and convincingly."
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—Rajen Manicka, was Craig's client

"Excellent, thought provocking speaker on Future Tends - kept the audience absorbed from start to finish"

—Greg Simmons, was Craig's client

"Craig is a very absorbing speaker on a passionate subject of his, namely FutureTrends, which has been
extensively researched. His talk is animated with tangible samples and the latest in AV technology."

—Tang Pian Nam, was Craig's client

"#As a businessman & entrepreneur, it is important to prepare for changes before changes occur on a
widespread scale. Craig Rispin is a very relevant speaker on future trends and its implications for me on its
threats and opportunities.#"

—Adrian Ding, was Craig's client

"He did illustrate us the trends and future of photo imaging industry would be in terms of people, business
and technology. That brings us much benefit, understanding and "what to do" to make our business more
profitable and better."

—Minh Hien Nguyen, was Craig's client

"I listened to Craig's presentation at AFSMI in August 2005. His presentation on Future Trends was thought
provoking and has given me a new perspective on the service sector. He is an awesome presenter and it was a
pleasure listening to him."

— Ian Sizeland, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's great skill is making emerging technology and how it can improve your productivity understandable.
His relaxed style and ability to distill complex issues down to their core will make your decisions easy."

—Maurice Downing, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig can bring our customers to see trend of photographic business in next 2-3 years. And its very usefull
for us in Vietnam preparing what we should do for facing the trend. Craig is very attractive and
communicative speaker ...... Nice working with him ....... Well done and SUCCESS for YOU"

—Andrianto Hadisurjo, was Craig's client

"I had the opportunity to listen to Craig's presentation during Tec-Asia 7th City Meet in Malaysia in July
2005. His presentation on Future Trends was both enlightening and thought provoking. He is brilliant with his
listeners and it was a pleasure listening to him."

—KK Gan, was Craig's client
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"I attended a presentation that Craig gave at a Salesforce.com event . The presentation was informative,
challenging, well presented, humorous and well pitched to the audience. Talking with Craig showed a
creative vision of the future and a great interest in developing inter-business partnerships."

—Richard Rudd, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I had the pleasure of hearing Craig speak earlier this year while visiting the Gold Coast and was impressed
with his professionalism and valuable content. In fact the insights and concepts Craig provided more than
covered the total cost of my trip many times over. On a personal level he is very approachable and genuine -
Craig is a fantastic guy who knows his stuff."

—Roger Nicholls, was Craig's client

"In his clear and simple way, Craig showed us how to face the future with more confidence and be ready to
grap whatever opportunities which will come along."

—Teong Ei Teh, was Craig's client

"Craig has interesting, challenging, and thought-provoking ideas, and he presents them in an engaging style.
Sure to make you think!"

— Jeff Woodard, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's insights of the Future Trends was an eyeopener to me, which alert my readiness in facing fast
changing chellanges to come. His style of speaking was easily acceptable as it was simple and stright to the
points."

—Hang Sen Ow, was Craig's client

"In May 2005, I attended a conference organised by IBM for their i Series Clients. One of the sessions was
hosted by Craig on technology trends and the landscape of the future. The presentation was very thought
provoking and raises pertinent questions about your organization and your ability adapt to the world around
you. If you have a chance to spend time with Craig, make sure you don't miss it."

— , was Craig's client

"Brilliant trend-spotter and engaging conversationalist! Truly mind-provoking presence and persona. In the
short interaction that I had with Craig, had stirred up strong 'feel good' emotions with his selfless
encouragement and motivation!"

—Abdul Halim Datuk Hassan, was Craig's client

"- Craig#s view of the current sate as well as the future trends is thought provoking and raises pertinent
questions about your organization and your ability adapt to the world around you. - I look forward to
attending more of Craig's seminars in the future as each time he presents it is tailored for the audience on
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hand."

—Dion Williams, was Craig's client

"I have attaned Craig presentation during his Tec-Asia 7th city meet in Malaysia July'05. His points and
presentation is clear and sharp. For me who are running computer chain stores (www.buynow.com.my) are
alway dealing with people, technology and ever chaning business ideas/needs, I'm impress and aggree his
point of view and taking some action to keep our ideas not obsolete."

— Joshua Chin, was Craig's client

"I attended a seminar of Craig and found it very stimulating, enjoyable and most relevant as I was embarking
on my second start-up."

— Jeff Pinkham, was Craig's client

"I recently attended a session presented by Craig on technology trends and the landscape of the future.
Whether Craig's vision will come to pass I guess we will all find out, however the presentation was
entertaining, thought provoking and a great 30,000 foot overview of what is happening right now that will
shape our personal and professional futures. I highly recommmend hearing his views!"

—David Warwick, was Craig's client

"I had the pleasure of hearing Craig discuss the future trends of business at a recent IBL luncheon held in
Australia. I found his views to be very enlightening and the way they were presented was both entertaining
and informative. He is one of the best keynote speakers that I've had the pleasure of listening to at an IBL
luncheon. Regards Steven Heaton General manager StrataPay Pty Ltd"

— Steven Heaton, was Craig's client

"Craig spoke at our TEC Malaysia Annual Meet on 21st July 2005 in Kuala Lumpur. He brought our CEO
members and CEO guests up to date on trends, and gave us a glimpse of the future. He educated and
entertained all of us with his very candid style and content.Take home values were plentiful after his
presentation."

—Lok Wah Kwong, was Craig's client

"We all think that we manage our lives well - ie.the day to day decisions that we make with a fuzzy view of
the future. Craigs presentations challenge those thoughts and encourage a more analytical view of where we
may be in 5 - 10 - 15 years from now. Well done Craig."

—Norm Lasslett, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Spending time with Craig either one to one or listening to him as a speaker could literally change your life
and your business. His insights into the way the world is changing and the opportunities that brings are
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illuminating and inspiring. If you have a chance to spend time with Craig, make sure you don't miss it."

—Rikki Arundel, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig holds a unique position as a tech-head who can also speak. Sounds strange, but he can deliver
technical information in a way that is accessible and not scarry to the business leader - making them realise
that the computers are not an IT Dept issue, but a Business issue that the whole company hinges on."

—Doug Garske, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig Rispin is an absolute show-stoppper. He is both entertaining and informative. Craig provides more
than futurist rhetoric, Craig drills down to the "nitty gritty" including useful tools, such as; websites, software
and hardware that are not only readily attainable, but also affordable."

—Louise Taylor, was Craig's client

"Craig presented at the National Speakers Association of Australia national conference on the Gold Coast in
March this year (2005). His workshop presentation was excellent. The information I gained was useful and
immediately applicable. Craig's presentation style was easy to follow and enjoy, with limited technical jargon.
I fully endorse and recommend Craig. Regards Richard Willis"

—Richard Willis, was Craig's client

"Craig gives a comprehensive, balanced yet compelling outlook on potential future trends from a wealth of
knowledge and background that triggers questions both of a personal and corporate nature, whilst at the same
time offering concise solutions and direction. His Future Trends Timeline chart is an invaluable tool and
conversation starter and often features in my presentations."

—Duncan McGilligan, was Craig's client

"I loved Craig#s periscope view of technology and where it's all headed. He managed to do it in a humours
way and still get his point across so even the luddites got it."

—Kerry Larkan ###, Owner, Kerry Larkan Limited, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig provides an inspirational and extremley informative presentation on the future business trends that will
impact global business. Many of the things he illustrates are already happening, many of which I wasn't
previously aware of! His style is motivational as well as challenging. Everyone in the room is a participant."

—Robert Bryant, was Craig's client

"I was fortunate enough to hear Craig speak at a seminar in Melbourne, Aust. Very insightful and
enthusiastic. What we learned there fine tuned our strategies to better capitalise on emerging IT trends. Do
yourself and your business a favour..."

—Mark A. Tipping, was Craig's client
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"I met Craig as a keynote speaker at the IICA2005 inaugural conference in Melbourne and, along with many
others, thoroughly enjoyed his presentation. I would have no hesitation in recommending him to others."

—Cameron Dorrough, was Craig's client

"After viewing Craig's DVD and speaking to him in person, i found that his predictions for the future seem to
be very accurate. I recommend Craig for any business conference requiring an inspiring futurist."

—Nathan Kingston, was Craig's client

"Craig lectured to the TEC annual forum on the future. His advice was excellent and the presentation really
good. He is a professional speaker with talent."

— John Hodder, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I saw Craig speak at a function in September 2004 - WOW! He captured the imagination of over 500 people
for 2 hours with his presentation on his vision."

—Brian Carson, was Craig's client

"I heard Craig speak just recently and was very impressed by his explanations of the future and what could be
the future for each of us in the room. His speaking style was very professional and he balanced that style with
some humour which always works well, especially in Australia. I look forward to hearing Craig speak again!"

—Neil Willis, was Craig's client

"Craig has an amazing insight into what will possibly happen in the future, in terms of technology, consumer
demands & trends. He has a stock of very useful market predicting tools that can enable any client to plan
future growth"

—Keith Ralfs, was Craig's client

"Craig was involved in the launch of a client of mine salesforce.com and his clear and concise view of today
to the future was insightful and intertesting for all at the event."

— Scott McCorkell, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a brilliant speaker and I found his presentation on future trends to be insightful as well as
entertaining."

—Troy Westley, was Craig's client

"Craig is an amazing communicator who OOZES passion. Craig will inspire, motivate, shock and amaze you
as he takes you into the present then whisks you into the future with trends and predictions. I will endorse
Craig as a POWERFUL speaker who's futurist predictions will change YOUR life."
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—Daniel Steinhauer, was Craig's client

"Blown away! Craig Rispin's future trends leaves you feeling empowered with knowledge to advance into the
next few years with confidence and excitement. Craig's speaking style is clear and un-jargoned, he gets to the
point on technical issues without complicating the message. His credibility is backed by fact, endorsement
and obvious passion. Denise Tomlinson"

—Denise Tomlinson, was Craig's client

"Craig has a great ability to appreciate current trends and isolate the impact they will have on people, business
and technology. He has developed a presentation style that is engaging, informative and applicable to a wide
variety of businesses/ organisations. I have no hesitation in recommending his services."

—Rich Harvey, was Craig's client

"Craig's knowledge flowed thick and fast during the short 45 minutes we were lucky enough to hear him
speak. The whole room was just astounded by the insights that he shared with us. I would highly recommend
that you take action on his insights and predictions. To miss an opportunity to hear Craig speak could mean
the difference between riding the next technology wave or being swamped by it."

—Brendan Byrne, was Craig's client

"I found Craig's information to be of incredible value & presented in a manner that allowed difficult concepts
to be easily understood & actionable. I highly recommend his services to anyone wanting to stay at the
forefront of business trends."

—Kevin Carle, was Craig's client

"Craig is always first with the latest trends - more importantly he translates them into the impact they will
have on people and business in the future. His relaxed speaking style and cutting edge information gets
everyone's attention."

—Michael Harrison - Business Strategist, was Craig's client

"Wow! Craig, your presentation was immensely valuable. In a short time you gave us information,
demonstrations and outstanding value. Thanks for your relaxed, approachable style - supportive, clear and
encouraging. I recommend you to any client who wants smart, savvy, sophisticated skills around future trends
and technology awareness. Catherine Palin-Brinkworth"

—Catherine Palin-Brinkworth CSP, was Craig's client

"Craig is an amazing source of insightful information regarding the relevance and application of future
technology. He has directed and coached me over the last few years and his advice has undoubtedly saved me
huge amounts of both time and money."
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—Mark Holden, was Craig's client

"I attended a seminar of Craig's in March 05. We could have stayed for days in that room implementing the
practical IT tips and tricks Craig gave us. I've already implemented a number of these for both myself and my
clients."

— Janelle Wallace, was Craig's client

"Craig is a herald. It's time to listen carefully because the future he speaks of is now."

—Alicia Mayer GAICD, was Craig's client

"Craig was right up with it. He gave information I only wish I had heard a year or two ago ... I would be rich
by now!! What a terrific advocate for technology and it's wonderful capability."

— Sharon Kaibel, was Craig's client

"Craig is an excellent communicator. His insight and research have had a significant impact on future plans
for our business."

—Barry Eagar, was Craig's client

"Time is precious for me, but any time spent with Craig Rispin is time well spent. He keeps me enthused,
informed and well aware of emerging possibilities for my business."

—Timothy Hyde - Corporate MC / Emcee, was Craig's client

""Craig Rispin is a Futurist, not because he predicts where business might go, but because he identifies the
appropriate tools that are poised to take advantage of multiple possible futures for each business he
encounters. Craig's industry experience and dedication to leading-edge technology results in his being a
speaker and consultant we are happy to recommend." Denise Moser How To Business"

—Denise Moser, was Craig's client

"Craig has an ability to take incredibly complex information about business trends and technology, and make
it user-friendly and instantly applicable. His delivery style is accessible, warm and easy to understand."

—Helen Mac, was Craig's client

"Founders Forum has had many incredible speakers over the past five years and I am convinced that Craig
was one of the best we have seen. Craig held audience attention, entertained and shared with them a vision of
the future that I am convinced most will remember. I would not hesitate to recommend Craig as one of the
best speakers available."

—Rick McElhinney, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com
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"Craig wisdom has changed the course of our business. His 'hands on style' of communication has assisted us
in being more market ready, connected to the world and tapping into markets we had never dreamt of. I
recommend Craig for your next keynote or workshop. His presentation will change the way you do business...
guaranteed! Kelvin Hutchinson MD Vision in Action Pty Ltd"

—Kelvin Hutchinson, was Craig's client

"Craig's unique insights into effective marketing & his capacity to deilver in a thought provoking way really
stimulates the mind & makes you think about marketing differently."

— Patrick Doherty, was Craig's client

"I thoroughly enjoyed Craig's entertaining, provocative and challenging presentation on future trends which I
highly recommend to any thought leaders who need to stay ahead of the competition. Craig's insightful
insight into the smart use of technology to drive efficiencies and creativity in your business was particularly
inspiring."

—David Thomas, was Craig's client

"Aristotle Onassis once said "The secret of success in business is knowing something before your
competitors." Craig Rispin continually provides a 'look into the future' that allows you to leap frog you
competitors. It's like going to the races on Saturday with Sunday's papers in your possession. WOW! Max
Hitchins - The Hospitality Doctor"

—Max Hitchins, was Craig's client

"Craig is a very knowledgeable professional who brings up-to-date information on technology trends into the
immediate business future. He is able to effectively translate the complex language of technology into
understandable and useful business information."

—Brian Birley, Owner, P.A.C.E. Corporation Pty Ltd, worked directly with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig Rispin is a great speaker who 'WOWS' his audience everytime with his knowledge, ideas and their
practical application. His futuristic ability to help people know first, be first and profit first combines his
intuitive knowledge and practical skills. Great ideas. Great trends. Great value."

—Yvonne Collier CSP, was Craig's client

"When it comes to future trends Craig has done his homework! Craig's presentation updates you on the IT
and trends front and really informs you of what is out there. This has been very useful to us in our business of
financial planning. We should really keep up to date every six months Craig!"

—Rosemary A. Hassan, was Craig's client
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"Craig is an excellent speaker in the area of Future Trends. Craig can see what is happening before it happens,
which makes him great value for companies wanting to stay ahead of the pack. I would recommend Craig for
Staff or Board presentations. He is certainly knowledgeable and very entertaining."

—Tony Arena, was Craig's client

"Craig shows businesses how they can leverage cutting edge technology and make an immediate difference to
their productivity. Just one week after attending one of Craig's seminars we had found a million dollar
solution that cost us only AUD$5,000. Craig is an inspiring & globally knowledgeable futurist, who is very
grounded in the needs of small, medium and large scale enterprises."

—Lis Faenza, was Craig's client

"Craig made an excellent presentation about future trends affecting consultants. He obviously knows his stuff
well, and I look forward to working more closely with him in the future."

—Gihan Perera, was Craig's client

"Craig delivers one of the most informative lectures and seminas on Future Trends in business today. You
have to be informed for the future of your business in this rapidly changing environment. Craig answers
questions on new technology, Craig provides a relaxed atmosphere but with hard hitting information Ken
Davis CEO Ken Davis Music Int P/L Member SWAP Sales With A Purpose for over 10 years."

—Ken Davis, was Craig's client

"Craig has the most amazing picture of what is to come in the near future especially with regards to
technology. I would definately recommend any company looking for information on futuristic trends to get
him in for a talk."

—Michael Center, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is the most knowledgable speaker on future trends I have seen. He gives a captivating and inspirational
speeches. I had the pleasure to see him address 500 ceo's and I saw everyone of them noting down his every
comment and recomendation."

—Andrew Bissex, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Leading Edge doesn't even begin to describe Craig. When he speaks, his audiences are totally captivated by
his ability to forecast trends and yet he can speak in way that makes the information accessible to everyone.
His intelligence and expertise will blow you away. I really enjoy working with Craig."

—Neen James, was Craig's client

"Amazing! The things I didn't know. The things I can now do which will make my life and my job more
effective, more meaningful and with reduced cost both in time and money. Thanks Craig for your work in
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keeping me up to date with all that is happening in the software and hardware worlds of Information
Technology. WOW!"

—Wayne Lear, was Craig's client

"Outstanding Presentation. Information was extremely valuable and suitable for any industry. A topic that is
extremely important yet one that most leaders give little time to. I will be personally using Craig to keep track
of future developments in market trends for my business."

— Shane Kempton, was Craig's client

"I met Craig at his futuirst presentation in Sydney. Blown away by Craig's humorous style and content we
went on to retain Craig for our own company's annual conference as keynote speaker. With a somewhat
younger audience the interaction and emotion the talk generated was fantastic. I have no hesitation in
recommending Craig as a highly experienced entertaining speaker. Mark Sheldon MD Group GSA"

—Mark Sheldon, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin has an uncanny ability to see the future and more importantly act on it. His advice as to how
best to position my business to take advantage of upcoming trends rather than trying to catch up to them has
been invaluable"

—Craig West, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is an inspiring and knowledgable speaker and mentor about future trends. He has the capacity to gather
complex material and present it in a usable format so that I can grab it and take advantage of it straight away."

—Erica Bagshaw, was Craig's client

"Craig has a fantastic grasp of future trends and how they apply to business - with the scope to take it in any
direction for your business. His speaking style is fun and accessible. He is able to diffuse fear of the future"

— Sharonne Phillips, was Craig's client

"Craig's workshops are simply amazing - I signed up for his mentoring programme on the spot. I have
NEVER done that before! His ideas and the way he puts them forward are extraordinary and life changing.
Feel free to contact me at anytime about Craig."

—Toby Marshall, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation about what trend's will effect my business where instumental in ensuring that I start
getting ahead before we get left behind. His presentation was content filled that was extremely relevant and
entertaining as well. Thanks again Craig."

—Richard Muir, was Craig's client
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"Craig is an excellent public speaker with insightful commentary on what factors and phenomena businesses
need to be aware of, and to deal with, in order to survive and thrive into the future we are all moving
towards."

—Tony Scott, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin's outlook was exciting, and visionary. I could only hope that some of his "smarts" rubbed off on
my colleagues and myself!"

—Andrew Cooper, was Craig's client

"A very charismatic, professional speaker, it was, and is, a pleasure to get to know him."

—Edwin ## Ding #, was Craig's client

"A provocative and insightful speaker who I found entertaining and worth listening to at the recent Australian
Certified Financial Planner retreat."

—Bob Baker, was Craig's client

"Having attended many presentations I evaluate the presenter by the successful ideas I can adopt into my
business. Craig's presentation on the 1/12/2004 was visionary, factual, humorous and above all gave me some
ideas to introduce into our business. These ideas will allow us to increase our client satisfaction, turnover and
reduce our costs. The seminar therefore has already paid for itself."

—Robert Tomasello, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I was fortunate enough to hear Craig speak recently. What an eye opener. He brings a whole new perspective
to the fore in regard to what our future will look like. Craig is an inspiring and captivating speaker whom I
would highly recommend to any organisation."

— Julie Berry, was Craig's client

"I have heard Craig speak on two occassions and both were stimulating and creative. Craig's presentation
style and interaction with his audience supported by creative audio visuals is captivating, full of good ideas
and information."

— John Hewison, was Craig's client

"Craig spoke at a professional conference, and I was amazed how much information and insight he had. He
was also generous in giving his time afterward to assist the particpants utilise his tips and products outlined."

— Julie Blarasin, was Craig's client

"Craig was speaker at a Certified Financial Planners seminar in Sydney. His energetic address highlighted an
extensive knowledge of the business world, systems and IT and major changes we all need to deal with now
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and in the future. I would strongly recommend Craig both as a consultant or as a seminar speaker if you wish
to be better prepared and ahead of your competition. Allan Marshall CFP"

—Allan Marshall, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's speaking style is engaging and provides many thought provoking ideas about the future. Highly
recommended."

—Chris Morcom, was Craig's client

"I recently attended a presentation delivered by Craig and found it to be both entertaining and insightful,
Craig is an easy speaker to listen to, who holds audience attention well. At the event I attended (FPA -
Australia) his presentation was appropriate and succinct whilst also elaborating on the important issues."

—Garry STUCHBERY, was Craig's client

"Craig was able to present a unique and valuable picture of the future that our business could use now. It was
invaluable to get the insight from someone not constrained by our industry, who could and would talk about
where we could be heading and demonstrate with real examples."

—Neil Kendall, was Craig's client

"Craig has an amazing ability to captivate an audience and get them thinking about new ways to improve
their businesses. He opens your eyes to opportunities for the future, and leaves you with a "wow" factor that
creates a buzz after the event. Craig's insights inject energy into a team and I would recommend him as an
interesting and motivating speaker."

— Sally Wells, was Craig's client

"Craig's rare quality is to posses a duality of intuitive futuristic forecasts combined with lodgical aplication
for profitable decisions, with ever changing technology. Dean Collier: NSW NSAA Progam Director &
Secretary 2004"

—Dean Collier, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I have found that the information and ideas from Craig on the future of business have been informative,
logical and very enlightening. A great addition to any conference looking at the strategic direction of their
business."

— Sue Henry, was Craig's client

"Craig's obvious enthuisiasm for the future, his detailed knowledge of the subject, his ability to involve his
audience, all combined to make his an enthralling "not to be missed" presentation. If you want to "look into
the crystal" to see your tomorrow, your continuing career, your future life, contact to Craig Rispin, Business
Futurist."
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—Harry Wolfe, was Craig's client

"Craig was an interesting and entertaining speaker who kept the audience enthralled with his insights into the
technology, business and people aspects of the future. Well worth listening to and great for broadening
people's perspectives on opportunities."

—Grant Johnstone, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"In my position with the American Chamber of Commerce, we feature approximately 50 different speakers
annually. I have heard many speakers over the years and Craig is without a doubt, one of the most
entertaining. He is a very talented individual who knows how to deliver."

—Robyn Larson, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I found Craigs presentation enthralling . It was fasinating to listen to someone on the cutting edge. It opens
up your mind to the possibilities, opportunities and future threats to your operations."

— Peter Carter, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin of Future Trends is a presenter who not only knows his subject but is enthusiastic about his
work. It is obvious that Craig spends large amounts of time keeping up with the latest trends in technology,
thereby giving excellent value for money as a consultant to business."

—Bernie Brand, was Craig's client

"Craig has a very entertaining style of presentation, and which conveys his enthusiasm for the very latest in
technology. His recent seminar conducted for TEC introduced me to a number of new ideas and technologies
of which I was not aware."

—Val Llewellyn, was Craig's client

"Being a member of the TEC Organisation I was fortunate to hear Craig present at a recent seminar held in
Perth, it was one of the most stimulating addresses that I have heard for a long time, in that it was
enlightening, thought-provoking as well as being compelling. I can not endorse Craig more highly."

—Dermot Patterson, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig adds value. I have learnt more about IT listening to Craig and by learning lots about what NOT to do.
Every time I have asked Craig a question the answer has saved me time and money. He just knows his stuff!
Hire him now! Pay him well - he will save you real money."

—Brian Maguire, was Craig's client

"Craig spoke to TEC 29 and introduced us to concepts that we were not familiar with but which in just a few
months are proving to be very real prospects that we will see in everyday activities.His speaking style is easy
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to listen to and is delivered for the wider audience."

— John Kennett, was Craig's client

"I found Craig's address to be thought provoking and stimulating. Well worth the time to listen to such a
informative presentation"

—Tony Aylen, was Craig's client

"I had the fortunate opportunity of listening to Craig at our recent annual T.E.C meeting held in
Melbourne.Craig addressed some 300 members on the subject of Future Trends. His address and presentation
could only be described as captivating,thought provoking and insightful."

—Tom Pearce, was Craig's client

"Craig is an entertaining and incisive speaker with a great deal of valuable content. I not only enjoyed his
session, but I learned a lot."

—Bob Nordlinger, worked directly with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I recently attended a seminar where Craig was the guest speaker and found Craig#s presentation extremely
thought provoking. This has allowed me to think about the future of my business and opportunities for
innovation and development. Thoroughly recommended!"

— Steven Begg, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"#Craig has the ability to take the mountain of new business trends and present a concise picture of the key
issues to stay ahead of the game.#"

—Andrew Lang, was Craig's client

"I attended a presentation/workshop with Craig and found him to be very thought provoking and informative.
The information gained from him has had a positive influence on my decisions being made on future
acquisitions in the IT and communications field."

—Dale Streten, Owner, JT-Press, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig has a disarming ability to reduce disparate data and statistics into a meaningful and credible future
scenario that is provocative but very relevant to his audience. He does this with a participative, entertaining
and engaging flair."

—Doug Halley, was Craig's client

"CRAIGS PRESENTATION WAS VERY WELL DONE. HE KEPT THE 180 CEO'S FOCUSED
THROUGHOUT THE SESSION AND MOST IMPORTANTLY CONTINUALLY GAVE US GOOD
QUALITY INFO.I WAS VERY PLEASED WITH THE COST SAVINGS ON COMMUNICATIONS AND
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WE ARE MAKING INROADS WITH OUR SUPPLIERS."

—Michael O'Connell, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I judge the quality of a speaker by how long it takes me as an audience member to start writing down notes.
IOW, how quickly has the speaker delivered some "take home" value that will directly help to make my life
easier, do my job better or make money. With Craig Rispin, it is always within the first few minutes. Craig
walks and talks his company#s name."

— Peter Miller :: MC + SpeakersCoach, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig presented a session at the National Speakers Association which was both fascinating and enjoyable.
He obviously has a clear insight into emerging technology trends and is able to communicate these
powerfully by applying them to clients' individual needs and challenges. I would highly recommend him to
companies seeking a competitive edge from technology and innovation."

—Michael McQueen, was Craig's client

"Craig as a futurist delivers knowledge and ideas that can be applied to business today. Craig is captivating as
a speaker leaveing the audience with connections and currently available product and service information.
This combination creates an opportunity for those who reconise the value to their own situation."

—Daryl Brooke, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"In recently attending a function to which Craig was a guest speaker, I was impressed with Craig as a futurist
on the basis he used live examples of how the world is already changing and/or links available for me to look
at and see what is occuring, he was not just 'making' things up."

—Damien Otto, was Craig's client

"Craig is a fantastic presenter with some very innovative ideas and techniques that will captilise on upcoming
trends for your business. He demonstrates a very cost-conscious approach to sales, marketing and business
development. Our morning with Craig was easily one of the most informative seminars I've attended and left
me with a long to-do list to make my day-to-day operations more effective."

—Christina Womack, Business Development Manager, Balance Design, was Craig's client

"I spent half a day listening to Craig deliver a compelling and thought provoking presentation on new
technology. Given I am imersed in new technology in my own business, that was no mean feat, and he kept
me intrigued through the presentation."

—Lorenzo Marasco, was Craig's client

"Thank you Craig for the wealth of information you shared in your presentation. Thanks also for presenting
those tecnical trends in an easy to understand, informative and fun style. You're one speaker that I can listen
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to time and time again because you always provide something new and valuable for my business."

—Dennis H Moore, was Craig's client

"I am happy to recommend Craig to all within the network. I found his presentation to be professional and
very informative, not to mention fun. You will also enjoy and benefit from his work I am sure."

— Phil Usher, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's ability to commmunicate his knowledge is exemplary. The practical examples and take home value
in this difficult field gave me the ability to implement scenario planning with confidence."

— Stephen Kellaway, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation was inspirational,exciting and challenging. Loved it! Marcia Griffin Former Telstra
Victorian Business Woman of the Year."

—Marcia Griffin, was Craig's client

"Craig provide a great insight into what we as business leaders could expect in the future. He certainly
provide food for thought."

—Dominic Marks, was Craig's client

"My first exposure to Craig was at a TEC Seminar. His ideas impacted my business thought process to
evaluate my current beliefs about business. Craig presents his information in a way that engages his audience
and creates vibrant discussion about the positive aspects of doing businss in a fast changing world. I highly
recommend Craig if you see yourself being in business tomorrow."

— Steven Alley, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig has few if any peers with the same ability to distill the latest technology and trends into a few easy to
understand practical tips and strategies. It is one thing to be impressed by new technology, but another to be
able to benefit and profit from it. That is what Craig does. Whether as a speaking or consulting, he enables us
to benefit and profit from the latest trends and technology."

— Peter Sheahan, was Craig's client

"I met Craig through TEC where he was a key note speaker on Future trends in society and business. I was
impressed with his vision of the future and we have acted on some of the information discussed. I would
recommend him as a speaker to any organisation looking to the future. Derek"

—Derek Jones, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation to TEC on future trends was inspirational. There is no stopping progress, Craig's
presentation skills really got us thinking how we can lead the charge, no matter what industry we are in."
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—Dean Mason, was Craig's client

"Craig is a dynamic speaker who really works hard on searching out future trends and putting together things
that his audience can take away and use"

—Liane Ringham, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's conference opened my eyes to new possbilities. It's a very valuable and useful experience."

—Hugo Pacheco, was Craig's client

"I find Craig to be an entertaining and thought provoking presenter, who is well across his subject matter."

—David Barnett, was Craig's client

"Meeting like minded people is always a pleasure and one of the reasons why I find LinkedIn so fascinating,
which is how Craig and I first met. As a person savvy at spotting future trends, Craig was a resource for a
book I'm writing about the changing face of human resources. Craig is also a brilliant speaker who relates
well with his audience and clients."

—Charles Caldwell, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a Futurist and a well researched person on the subject. He is a valuable TEC speaker. He is thought
provoking and is an excellent communicator. He does not run with the herd and questions everything. He is
also a real human being."

—Anthony Neck, was Craig's client

"The half day I spent listening to Craig in Brisbane, was fasinating, insightful, a little terrifying but exciting.
His ability to simplify the available technologies and the business opportunities, was amazing. We have
stopped the roll out of our current IT plan, and are re-evaluating the technology base on which we where
planning to grow our business"

—David Bristow, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation was intriguing, enlightening and very entertaining. You could see lightbulbs switching
on all around the room as Craig took Australia's leading businesspeople on an informative trip into an
unfamiliar future full of potential business opportunities. One of the best business presentations I've seen in a
long time."

— Stefani Adams, was Craig's client

"Through TEC ( The Executive Connection ) I had always heard positive feedback regarding Graig's
presentation on business trends. Upon attending his session in Melbourne in September 2004 I can now also
say that his content and take home value was excellent. He certainly has a thought provoking presentation
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regarding what will impact on business in the future and is relevant to business owners."

—Bill Winter, was Craig's client

"The presentation Craig made was one that was thoroughly enjoyable. His delivery was smooth, engaging and
entertaining. I found the content of his talk most stimulating. I look forward to hearing Craig speak again the
in future."

— Steven Bear, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"A brilliant presentation - the audience was spellbound. I am so glad I didn't miss hearing Craig and his
refreshing delivery of some very valuable and interesting information."

— Susan MacGregor, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Claymore Capital is committed to developing innovative companies through strategy, finance and
marketing. As well as being entertaining and exceptionally well delivered, Craig's presentation provided
several practical ideas that actually give small business a competitive advantage against large organisations."

— Justin Rosenberg, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin is one of the most knowledgeable and effective speakers that I have experienced in a long time!
With excellent presentation skills and a great stage presence that created a rare connection with the audience,
Craig provided a timely #look over the horizon# for our business."

— Stephanie Glynn, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin has presented to my TEC Group (TEC is The Executive Connection, an organisation of Chief
Executives) on two occasions in 2004 and on both I have been impressed with both the content and his
delivery. Craig has the ability to inform and entertain at the same time and his sessions have great "takeaway"
in the form of ideas and products which work and which add value."

— John Irving, was Craig's client

"I very much enjoyed Craig's presentation. Apart from some insightful discussion on trends he gave some
highly useful tips about the latest on the Net, saving us hours on Google installing/uninstalling software."

—Nigel Spork, was Craig's client

"Thought provoking speaker with a lively presentation style-many of his ideas I have been able apply in my
business and will contribute to my company's competitive."

—David Fisher, was Craig's client

"More than entertainment, Craig has an ability to stretch thinking and importantly the application of emerging
ideas and trend into the workplace."
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—Anthony Smith, was Craig's client

"A professional presenter who engages the audience with use of tecnology that not only demonstrates the use
of the technology but also provides instant feedback that supports/confirms his view."

—Gary Oliver, was Craig's client

"I had the pleasure of experiencing Craig speak at a TEC function and found his style to be engaging and the
content to be provocative. The content of Craigs presentation was interesting and the information gave me the
chance to examine some of my held beliefs and modify them given the new information. Andrew Hamilton"

—Andrew Hamilton, was Craig's client

"At a resent all TEC day Craig held the audience with visions of the future a great speaker and one I would
love to see again in a few years, highly recommend Craig as a guest speaker to any group."

—Kevin Partridge, was Craig's client

"I found his knowledge practical and up to date. He was able to present information in a way which
maintained interest. A speaker of substance rather than glitz."

—Richard Lang, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin! When you think that you have a handle on technology, this guy comes along and shows you
that you really are still in the stone age. I have listened to his workshops on using IT within the business
world and have found him not only to be well prepared and entertaining, but also extreemly knowledgable."

—Ben Smithson, was Craig's client

"I recently saw Craig in action at the TEC forum and was so impressed by a man who has a talent for
bringing future concepts into the real world....now. To address such a senior group for what was a lengthy
period and have them literally hanging on every word is testimony in itself. Simply outstanding......everyone
should hear him at least once."

—David Emes, was Craig's client

"Craig`s "Future Trends" presentation to my TEC Group was rivetting.We`re not often awakened to trends
which may only have a peripheral affect on our businesses and personal lives and Craig`s presentation
certainly opened my eyes to a point where I`m looking at things from a more objective perspective."

—Denis Sullivan, was Craig's client

"As a director I am constantly seeking information on future economics and trends in all industries and how it
relates and will effect my own interests. Craig"s seminars give me valuable insights into a variety of industry
trends which are informative and practiable."
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—Barry Walker, was Craig's client

"I attended a presentation from Craig with the TEC organisation. Craig's delivered a great reality check to
everyone. I left with a sense of excitement for the future and a list of practical ideas to follow up."

—David Speak, was Craig's client

"I found Craig's presentation very topical and invormative. He kept the audiance focused on the topic of his
presentation. His delivery captured the attention of the participants."

—Leslie Rosen, Owner, I&S Financial Services Pty.Ltd, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's presentation was engaging and relevant, with clear take home messages and easy actions that can be
put in place for an immediate effect on the business"

—Craig Errey, was Craig's client

"I am normally not very interested in listening to futurists. But Craig very quickly linked future projections to
practical applications for my business."

— John Ilott, was Craig's client

"At Intrepid Travel we are constantly looking for new directions and where society, technology and people
are heading - I found Craig to have great insight and huge value. In addition i found his style very
entertaining and aproachable. Great stuff! Darrell Wade CEO Intrepid Travel"

—Darrell Wade, was Craig's client

"I found Craig to be a very eloquent speaker who has done his research well. Matchmaster communications
will now be implementing some of the systems that Craig has made us aware of E.G. the labour pool web site
and we will look at blue tooth technology."

—Robert Waterford, Owner, Matchmaster communications, worked directly with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I had the pleasure to experience Craig's interesting presentation regarding the trends we are likely to
experience in the future. Very topical and useful with several actionable points."

—David Fuller, was Craig's client

"I found Craig's straight forward and down to earth presentation of the future of business direction very
informative and useful. I recommend Craig as a knowledgeable and insightful lecturer."

—Gayle Heron, was Craig's client
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"Craig's research and knowledge allow him to present a clear and logical path to the future, in an enthusiastic
and engaging manner. Craig's presentation challenged my current mode of thinking and consequently has
influenced some of the strategic thinking of our management team."

—Michael Burgess, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a complelling and entertaining speaker who presents sophisticated and complex concepts in an easy
to understand way. He frames his material in very insightful manner and is able to resonate with broad
audiences from CEO's to lay people."

—Doug Farber, was Craig's client

"Craig Rispin is a true futurist and a man of vision. What sets Craig apart is his ability to bring action to his
vision, a trait amongst only leaders and visionaries and those who make a difference."

—Nader Zoljalali, was Craig's client

"Craig's presentation to the TEC All Groups day was truly inspirational. My business is re-shaping many of
it'e strategies based on views presented by Craig."

— Jim Harrington, Director, Padghams, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig was the keynote speaker at a recent business meeting for 400+ CEOs. He was entertaining, sharp and
insightful. He inspired, motivated and informed and certainly got our table of 8 CEOs discussing where our
businesses are and where we are going. The presentation not only gave us the big "out there" picture but also
some very practical and "can do now" applications. Highly recommended!!"

—Rhae Hooper, was Craig's client

"An excellent entertaining speaker who provided thought provoking insightful commentary on what lays
ahead for us. Not only the threats to our business but more importantly the opportunities, many of which we
can take advantage of immediately."

— John Radinoff, was Craig's client

"Craig easily communicates his passion for the IT industry in his energetic presentations. Craig covers a wide
range of topics from online marketing & software to how to mobilise & secure your office. No question is too
complicated, or too simple. Craig gave me a clearer understanding of how I can use the latest technology to
run my business more effectively, to save time & money. Bravo Craig!"

—Kay Murphy, was Craig's client

"From most jobs will not exist in 5 yrs, to where our children will be working, I was captivated. Someone
telling us how we need to think & prepare ourselves for a different world to live & work in. Craig's
presentation was refreshing. His focus is what is yet to be created. You will now ponder on how you conduct
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business, employees to employ & a new set of variables when creating company culture."

— Jacqueline Doon, was Craig's client

"Big picture facts and figures drilled down to key business strategies, I saw Craig at the Sydney all-TEC day,
amazing, ahead ofthe times, but then again - that's what he's all about!"

—Andrew Thomas, worked directly with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's recent presentation to me provided valuable information and predictions regarding future trends in
technology, people & ideas, however, it was Craig's ability to present these trends in the context of how they
were going to impact on business & the decisions we have to make in the coming years that i found truly
beneficial."

—Mark Lowe, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is a stimulating, thought provoking, mind-stretching speaker. And very entertaining."

— Philip Hunt, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig's ability to simply complex scenarios and his access to cutting edge technologies provided us with
some real value as we contemplated the growth strategy of our organisation."

— John Cunniffe, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"I had the pleasure of listening to Craig at an Executive Connection morning, where he presented in a most
enjoyable and enlightening fashion on business in the future. I would recommend his services in this area"

—Andy Simpkin, was Craig's client

"engaged Craig to speak to a group of accountants recently. Following that presentation,I can recommend
Craig as a speaker who will challenge and enthrall any audience with his captivating vision of the future. Rob
Campbell FCA (September 13, 2004)"

—Rob Campbell, was Craig's client

"I recently saw Craig present a seminar on Future Trends. I was exceptionally impressed by his presentation
content and his actual presentation skills. I took back to my own business many great ideas that I never would
have come across were it not for attending Craig's event. In summary, I was "blown away" by this futurist"

—Greg Sugars, was Craig's client

"The first thing Craig did was ask his audience what they hoped to gain from the seminar and then adapted it
accordingly. His information was relevant, he conveyed it clearly and encouraged interaction. And the icing
on the cake was a CD give-away packed full of useful software."
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—Mike Holland, was Craig's client

"I had the pleasure of listening to Craig during The Executive Connection's function in Melbourne recently.
As someone inspiring to move into my own business, he was able to demonstrate strategies for growth that
would save me money, were simple to implement and make me re - think the way I would develop my
business plan. Thanks you Craig.."

— John Andrews, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Interesting, thought provoking, entertaining, a good public speaker"

—Mark Moncrieff, was Craig's client

"Fantastic presenter. The time flew and the audience was enthralled with the topic from a relevance and
entertainment point of view. Certainly gave some very practical examples of technology opportunities and
where things are heading. Particularly interested in his coverage of salesforce.com as a solution to the
prohibitive cost of CRM solutions."

—Tony Fitzgerald, was Craig's client

"Craig opens our eyes to technology trends and their possible impact on our businesses. With technology
changing so rapidly, we need expets like Craig to keep us current. Entertaining and thought provoking."

— Peter Philipp, was Craig's client

"Craig is a highly entertaining and insightful speaker. His grasp of new technologies and future trends makes
him a must see if you are going to optimise the capabilities the future has to offer to your business."

— Stephanie Hunt, was Craig's client

"Craig is an excellent speaker who understands the link between business and the future! Great knowledge
and insight to tap into. He can provide insights across a variety of levels allowing his clients to tap into macro
and micro issues that they can apply in their everyday business life. I enjoyed his presentation very much."

—Mike Chaseling, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig Rispin's presentation at my company's annual management conference in 2004 was inspiring. His
insight into future trends was not only exhilarating but also helped the company think outside the box to
improve our competitiveness. Highly recommended."

— Shane Sorenson, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

""I listened to Craig speak to around 200-300 CEOs recently in Melbourne. He held their undivided attention
for around three hours, simultaneously educating, and entertaining them.""
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— Paul King, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Great value to both our law firm and our child care group of centres. His presentation skills are fitting for
any dynamic progressive cutting edge business or industry and their representative associations. Craigs skills
are worthy of inclusion in any strategic team."

—Hilton Misso, was Craig's client

"Craig is an exciting presenter of technology to the business community. His expertise and understanding of
current and emerging trends are fascinating and beneficial for all businesses."

—Rameil Hormozi, was Craig's client

"I am a member of TEC, a organization of Chief Executives in Australia. On Sept 1, 2004, Craig presented to
a group of 460 CEO's in Sydney on Future Technology, Business & People Trends with specifc focus on their
relevance for CEO's. I found Craig extremely knowledgable. His excelent delivery of the content provided the
broad audience with information to assist in their business strategies."

— John Anstey ####, was Craig's client

"I attended a presentation Craig gave to a forum specifically for CEOs. The presentation was excellent. He
clearly demonstrated the value of Futurists in understanding and planning for the business we all will be
conducting in the future. I would thoroughly recommend Craig to anyone, his presentations are not only
incisive, but they are also interesting and well presented."

— Fausto Marasco, was a consultant or contractor to Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Very smart individual who challanges the normal thinking we have been accustom to. He thinks ahead of the
future and pulls our thinking with him."

—Colin Eicher, Owner, JuneWarren Publishing Ltd., worked directly with Craig at
FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig Rispin is a Resource Speaker for TEC and I had the good fortune to attend one of his presentations.
His focus and content were both very strong and provided a clear process for Business and Strategic Planning
for the medium to long term."

—Lou Morris, was Craig's client

""I refer to Craig as being the $100,000 per hour idea man. Spend an hour with Craig and you will
immediately understand what I mean. His ideas are creatively simple, strategically effective and investment
positive. Craig's insights in relation to future trends and technology investments will greatly assist any
company, large or small become profitable and future ready.""

— Patrick Lumbroso, was Craig's client
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"I have worked with Craig on many occasions and have always been impressed by his ability to explain
technology in layman's terms! He spots the trends well ahead of anyone else and knows how to apply the
trends to make profits for his clients."

—Candy Tymson, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Craig is not only a technical expert. He is a wonderful speaker who has a unique ability to explain complex
and technical material in a way, that even the computer illiterate can understand. Brendan Walsh."

—Brendan Walsh, worked with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"For 7 years Craig has always known the answer to every business technology question. And he knows what
you need to put technology to work in your business today."

—Mike Schoettler, was Craig's client

"Craig is one of those rare people who take others to new places and new dimensions in an exciting way. His
work and presentations challenge complacency and yesterday's technology and encourage investigation and
implementation of step-jump change. Use of new technologies in creative value adding initiatives is often an
outcome."

— John Swan, was Craig's client

"Craig gave a 2-hour presentation to a group of business owners (TEC members) in March this year. I was
amazed by the clarity of his message - divided into trends in technology, people and business. It has given me
a new paradigm for thought about each of these very important areas of focus. Leonie Henry"

—Leonie Henry, Owner, Henry & Co, worked directly with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"We recently engaged Craig to assist with strategy and the devlopment of our business. His advice and insight
has been invaluable."

— Suzanne Hegarty, was Craig's client

"Craig has a very simple set of questions to ask yourself about your business processes in order to test
whether you are investing the right way in IT&T."

—Ross Pitt, was Craig's client

"For over 8 years Craig as been my personal 'Futurist' a fantastic strategist and executive coach. He's always
way ahead of the curve"

— Iven Frangi, was Craig's client

"I have know Craig for over 8 years and during that time we have worked on a number of projects together.
Craig's knowledge of technology and future trends is awesome and I would highly recommend him to any
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potentail client - either as a speaker or a consultant. He really is the guru!"

— Peter Thorpe, was with another company when working with Craig at FutureTrendsGroup.com

"Perhaps I "discovered" Craig... in an odd branch of Philips, and convinced him to pack up/join us in Dallas
(or did he convince me?). Craig: One of the few with a truly inspiring vision of what could really be done
with the breaking technology of the day. He was infectious. And still at it. A huge contribution to our
organization, fueled the fire, and took us all the way to Sydney!"

— Jay Wolff, managed Craig at Big Hand Productions

"Craig created an innovative VAR program while he was at Optimage. It was named 1toGo1toShow. The
plan enabled VARS to sign up at an attractive price and recieve a demo system and a system to sell."

—Bob Sorensen, managed Craig at OptImage (a Philips/Microware partnership)

"Craig was instrumental in helping me set up The Interactive Video Company, both from the United States
and then in Australia. We had an excellent working relationship - Craig's knowledge of Compact Disc -
Interactive (CD-I) in particular was second to none. I am also deeply indebted to him for the many
media-computer skills he has taught me over the years and for his foresight as a futurist."

—Brian Faull, Director, The Interactive Video Company Pty Limited, worked directly with Craig at Writer
& Editor

Contact Craig on LinkedIn
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